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Part 1 - Introduction
Of all the world’s religions, only Evangelical Protestant Christianity
comes the closest to explaining Near Death Experiences (NDE.) The
body of knowledge into the research of NDEs proves Evangelical
Protestant Christianity to be about 90% correct. Christianity is not
10% wrong, rather I must leave room for the “Mysteries of God”
(what we do not know, but assume such exists.)
But NDEs give us a glimpse into the mysteries, such they are vast,
and far more expansive than we thought. God has a lot going on in
many places. Such we may only know 2%, while the mysteries may be
98%.
Our core Evangelical understanding that only belief in God, or
Jesus same thing, is the only requirement to go to heaven with eternal
life, is not only edified by NDEs, but actually bolstered, extremely so.
Such not being a core, rather “the only questioned asked to open the
gates.” Nothing else is asked, or required at any time.
I also use the 90% correct percentage, because there are parts of our
Evangelical teachings which end up not being true, or opposite from
what we thought. We were wrong on some sin issues, on the actual
percentage of people who go to heaven, on post life redemption issues,
and underestimated the deep role angels and demons play in our daily
lives. Also of the importance of earning “rewards” on earth but paid in
heaven.
My nine year study of NDEs, which started with my own NDE in
2006, and my studies since, has gone through the phases which most of
us transverse. First we have to believe NDEs are valid, and are a gift
from God, and that we can learn from the accounts.
Which then creates the query, do NDEs agree with our bible?
Actually the reverse is true, our bible explains the NDEs, fully edifying
only the New Testament, and not the Old. Then lastly ask ourselves
the most coveted of all questions, do NDEs answer “Why are we
humans on earth?” The answer is yes, and is the same as Jesus
preached; we are here to be slaughtered like sacrificial lambs. The
more pain, gore, misery, and hardship, the more valuable we are to
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God in taking out Satan permanently. Thus ending God’s most
important project, in removing evil from all of his kingdoms, not just
ours.
I spend no time trying to convince you of the validity of NDEs, and
refer you to other books and lectures which focus on the introductory
material. For those who have read about NDEs, you are the person I
am addressing directly. For the disbelievers out there, there are just too
many things experienced during NDEs, which have later been
confirmed as true, without any ability of knowing beforehand, such
proving without any doubt, the human spirit is alive apart from the
physical body. You are going to live forever, and I can guarantee it.
I also assume you are an Evangelical born-again Christian, where at
some point in your life, you said “Hey guys, I believe in Jesus!” I start
this lecture with my conclusions and important first questions. Then
describe heaven itself, what is inside, and what you do once there.
Initial Conclusions
Drawing conclusions from the body of research into the study of
NDEs:
- The notions of forgiveness of sin, unconditional love, and eternal
life are absolutely true.
- There is God, Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit, angels, demons, Satan,
heaven where God lives, temporary heavens, hell, and temporary hells.
- The God we worship is far grander, more magnificent,
stupendous, mighty, awesome, and wonderful, such no assemblage of
English words can adequately describe the power of God’s presence.
- No one has seen the face of God yet, sometimes because the light
is too bright, but it is common to hear God’s voice speaking to you.
Many have drawn close to God, and strange things happen close to
God.
- If as a Christian you would give yourself a devout grade of D or F,
the angels are giving you a standing ovation and singing your praises,
Jesus has a big smile, and God says He knew you would be a superhero
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before you were born. There is no way you are not going to heaven. It
is impossible for you not to go to heaven. You will be convinced too.
- The future “second coming of Jesus Christ” is supported by
NDEs, and bolstered by the high frequency of Jesus Christ appearing
in NDEs. Jesus is coming back for all of us, because Jesus meets you
inside the gate of heaven first, shows you to your condo, answers all
your questions, then takes you to meet God in person for the first time.
No one comes to the father, except through Jesus. At some point
Jesus will return taking all those left on earth. When God wins his
game by taking out Satan and his crew.
- Jesus is actually God too, as we thought. Jesus is God brought to
life inside a human named Jesus. Jesus appears in more than one place
at the same time, which is an ability solely of God.
- No other biblical, or non-biblical, or other religion’s characters
appear in any frequency in NDEs, if at all. The appearance of Jesus
happens in about 33% of cases, with the remaining 66% being a
spiritual guide, such as a family member, a relative never met, a group
of elders, or angels.
- There are many atheists who have had NDEs, met Jesus in person,
sent back to earth, and became preachers leading churches saving souls
for Jesus. Christianity becomes the “religion of choice” by most once
non-believers who have had NDEs.
- “Eternal life” is actually a free gift, and only the beginning of the
rewards, as there are multiple and vast rewards in the afterlife.
- “Eternal life” in “joy” and “reward” is given to anyone who
believes in God. The only question asked at the gate is “Do you
believe in God?” Not “Do you believe in Jesus? You can answer
“Yes, I believe in God!” or “I also believe in Jesus!” The gate opens,
and Jesus greets you. If someone says you must believe Jesus is also
God, or you go to hell, has never once been before the gates of heaven
to even know. Believing Jesus is also God, earns extra credit as a large
sum of reward in heaven, that Jesus himself gives you. But even
believing Jesus was a carpenter will get a human into heaven. If
someone even once in their lifetime heard the name of “Jesus,” with
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some general understanding being connected to a “God” somehow,
upon their death, seeing God in person before them asking, do you
believe in God, has never failed to answer “I sure do now!” or “Seeing
is believing!”
- The example of Christ’s earthly death for the forgiveness of sin,
resurrection, and multiple post-death appearances and disappearances,
in a physical body sometimes not his own, and Apostle Paul’s NDE
meeting Christ in the “Third Heaven,” is consistent with the spiritual
realms shown in NDEs.
- Since every sin on earth is forgiven, even murder, which is
scriptural, there is just no sin on earth to ever send someone to hell
permanently. One female doctor who had a NDE, was lastly asked at
the gates of heaven “Do you want to turn towards God, or turn away
from God for the last time?” Answering this last final question in the
negative, likely leads to the “second” permanent death. But even hard
core atheists, after being certain their body just died, only to feel more
alive than ever before on earth, shocked thinking to themselves “this
means all that God silliness nonsense is real, OMG!” Then God asks
them, do you believe in God? Stunned answering “Oh my God!” God
accepting being addressed by name as proof of believing, lets them
inside the gate.
- What we call a “profession of faith” is nothing more than
answering this one easy question to go into heaven. Who then would
ever answer no? There is a slight, slight, chance no one ever has, or
ever will, answer this only one easy question with “no.” I call this
concept “gospel completion.” Where Jesus may succeed in saving
everyone, makes no sense based on our Evangelical beliefs. Due to
our assumption of no chance for redemption after our bodily death,
and that God hated sinners. We thought without belief in God before
death, they go straight to hell. But this is not found anywhere in our
bible, we just assumed it wrongly. NDEs show us there are multiple
chances of redemption after death, and before the final point of
decision.
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- What we do on earth is cosmically important to God. We are
doing something for God, which has nothing to do with us. God is
less concerned with what we believe, and how firmly we believe it,
rather God is most concerned with our actions, and how we treat other
people.
- Bad things happen to good people because we are all here as sheep
to be slaughtered as sacrificial lambs. Just as Jesus told us being our
Shepard. Our sufferings here on earth are highly important to God,
and are rewarded in heaven for every moment of pain and sorrow.
Each tear reaps piles of bounty. The more we suffer, the more reward
in heaven. If you had suffered an injustice on earth, you will have
“final justice” in heaven, and given rewards one hundreds times greater
than the injustice suffered. Such you never want any justice on earth.
- Earth is a 50%-good to 50%-bad, joint venture earth agreement
between God and Satan, and has been for 4 billion earth years. Earth
is half hell, and half heaven. Heaven is all heaven, and no hell. Earth
is Satan’s last stand. When we are slaughtered, Satan enjoys his
50%-bad, but this means God is owed 50%-good in return. When
God combines the accumulated owed good from the sufferings of
many, God can perform a greater good. The more we are slaughtered
in numbers, eventually God’s credit of owed good will be enough to
overpower Satan and his crew, sending them to the second death.
Winning the game for God.
- The accumulation of knowledge, how much we learn and know, is
paramount in God’s plan to eliminate evil from all his realms. Satan
counts on ignorance for his deception to work.
- NDEs only make sense and reason, when you ground yourself in
New Testament scripture. NDEs electrify the New Testament. Our
struggle with the almost impossible standards Christ demanded from
us, and he set by example, was not setting us up to fail, but rather he
was serious.
- The most powerful force in God’s realms is “unconditional love.”
- The slow passage of time only happens here on earth, time does
not pass in heaven the same way on earth. God has access to our
7

entire time line, the past, the present, and the future. We are the ones
stuck in linear time, spinning around in circles. God is not.
- All life on earth is precious. The animal rights people are onto
something.
- Angels and demons, whom are angels, just bad ones, can jump
into and out of our bodies, and we are completely oblivious to it.
There is at least one angel, and one demon, who stay with us for our
entire lives. A guardian angel and a guardian demon, if you will. One
lady during her NDE, as her spirit lifted up out of her body, looked
back and saw the spirits of three angels and one demon inside of her
body. This ratio of three angels to one demon is about the average.
- Human life begins before conception, planned out in advance.
Each unique human spirit is created in heaven first, God reviews their
life with them, then God inserts the spirit into a newly formed tiny
body on earth. What comes from heaven returns to heaven, what
comes from the earth returns to the earth.
- When you die and go to heaven, you will most likely meet your
“unknown children.” As from a pregnancy lost without knowledge.
Miscarried, stillborn, and aborted children are there as well, and all
grown up. And stunningly beautiful and handsome, never a flaw. If
your parents are unknown on earth, you will meet them, and all other
relatives going back millenniums.
Important First Questions:
Is There a God?
The first question most people ask is “Do NDEs prove there is a
God?” The answer is yes, but there is no assemblage of English words
which can adequately describe the magnificence of our all powerful, all
knowing, majestic, wonderful, loving, forgiving, and awesome God we
serve. It is a whole different experience being actually close to God, as
opposed to reading words on paper.
One non-religious secular neurologist encountered God in his
NDE, and later used the name “Om” instead of “God” in his writings.
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This is common, and I believe God likes it. One God with many
names is biblical. NDEs leave no doubt as to the existence of God.
Do NDEs Prove the Trinity?
I answer with a question, do you believe God has the ability to fully
materialize before your eyes in the body of a man, a women, or a tiger?
The answer is of course. But the tiger is not a god, rather God is a
tiger, at the moment. NDEs fully explain what the Holy Spirit actually
is, and does. Once that is clear, God and Jesus become clear,
answering any misunderstanding about the three members of only one
God.
Is There a Heaven?
There are actually several heavens. One is where God lives, others
are temporary for a specific one-time use. There are other physical
universes, and other planets with animals. Some smarter than us.
What Apostle Paul called the “Third Heaven,” and Jesus called the
“Kingdom of God” and “Kingdom of Heaven,” is a square walled city
of two million square miles, with twelve gates and streets of gold. In
one back corner is the Throne of God, with Jesus to his right,
surrounded by twenty-four elders, and 100-million angels singing.
There is a constant party taking place before the Throne, attended by
millions of human spirits. Who all live within this city, each having
their own condo. The bright white music light which flows off of
God, Jesus, and the angels, blasts right through the human spirits
causing intense euphoria greater than any drug found on earth.
No human spirit has ever been inside the city, and returned to tell us
about it, as once entered, no one ever wants to leave. But many human
spirits during NDEs, have come to its gates, and peered inside. Others
have felt the drug like effects of the bright white light and music, from
outside the walls. Inside the city are many buildings with condos, and
beautiful hills, valleys, fields, rivers, and animals everywhere. Based on
what has been revealed during NDEs, our unknowns about what is
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inside the city, can become knowns, buy using New Testament
scripture to fill in the blanks.
This city is called “New Jerusalem” and is described by John in
Revelation, right down to the measurements and visual descriptions.
Jesus preached non-stop about this “Kingdom of Heaven” and
“Kingdom of God.” The “good news” of the “Gospel” was this
kingdom as defined by Jesus:
Matthew 24
13but

the one who stands firm to the end will be saved. 14And this
gospel of the kingdom will be preached in the whole world as a
testimony to all nations, and then the end will come.
In this lecture I use Apostle Paul’s name for this kingdom; the
“Third Heaven,” to refer to New Jerusalem. At Apostle Paul’s time
there were three heavens, the surface of the earth was the first heaven,
the sky above the second, and the third was the unseen one, where
God lived.
Is There a Hell?
There are actually several hells, all of a varying degree of horror and
torment, some are mild however. Most of the books written on NDEs
are about the good stories, but there are many books about the horrible
NDEs, where victims are sometimes reluctant to write, or share with
others. Who has a hellish experience and who does not, is a rather
tricky issue to figure out. There are bad people who have had good
experiences, while some good people who have had hellish experiences.
I provide detail further along.
What About Sin? What Sin Is Important to God?
Loving each other, and loving our neighbors as ourselves, are the
most important issues to God and Jesus. Jesus answered the same
question back then, saying we are to love God, and love your
neighbors, and be kind to everyone. The worst two sins we can
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commit is punishing someone for their sins, and being unloving and
unforgiving, especially hurting someones feelings. Stealing money is
not the concern, rather the victim’s anguish endured. Punishing sin is
worse than the sin itself. Punishing sin is what got Jesus killed.
What About the Bible and NDEs?
NDEs electrify the New Testament, and set it aglow. As Christians
we are never to do holy objects or holy anything. If someone burns
the bible there are plenty more. If someone throws a bible into the
toilet, their toilet may not work. But after my NDE, I do not see a
bible anymore, as I am blinded by the light.
Do Angels and Demons Exist?
Yes, there are several kinds of angels, and several kinds of demons.
Demons are angels as far as abilities and powers, just bad ones. Other
than angels and demons, God, Jesus, and the Holy Spirit, there are no
other identified spiritual types at work on earth. Angels only take
orders directly from God, and you, but no one else. Angels and
demons spend most of their time trying to convince us to do
something.
Is There a Satan?
Yes, and his most effective weapon is deception, because it works
every time. Demons take orders from Satan, and God even uses
demons to get things done. Demons spend most of their time trying to
convince us to do something, while constantly tying to out maneuver
God and Jesus, keeping them in check. God can see the future, but
Satan cannot, and is left guessing as to what God has planned before
each move.
Does Prayer Play a Role?
NDEs show prayer is more important than we thought. Such
events may not be allowed to occur unless we specifically pray for such
outcomes. Once prayed, God and Jesus can answer the prayer without
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extra-expense of cashing in miracle credits. As per God and Satan’s
50%-good to 50%-bad earth agreement.
Every prayer is heard by the angels and demons in our bodies, as
well as Jesus, God, the Holy Spirit, and Satan. Short simple prayers
seem most effective, long rambling and winded prayers bore the
heavens too. If you pray to God or Jesus, they hear you because they
never stop listening, being right there with you. Just say hello God, I
love you too.
If you pray to Mother Mary, or a saint, or a dead relative, they
cannot hear you, being in the Third Heaven. If you want to send a
message to a dead relative, you have to pray to God or Jesus to please
pass your message directly to your relative in the Third Heaven. Like
“Dear God, please tell my mother how much I love her, and miss her.”
Nanoseconds after you stop, the message is fully delivered.
What About the “Soul” and “Heavenly Bodies?”
NDEs reveal each human has a “soul spirit” inside a “human spirit”
which possess the physical body. At death of the physical body, the
soul-human spirit is released and travels towards the Third Heaven. I
provide detail further along.
Is the Day Your Body Dies the Happiest Day of Your Life?
There is a better life after death, than ever before. Such you never
want to go back. The happiest day of your life, the most memorable
and wonderful, will be the day your earthly body dies. Once your soulhuman spirit is free from your physical body, the party begins.
People who have had NDEs compare life on earth, to the joys of
the afterlife, by describing life on earth as being dull or dead like. Such
they were not truly alive, until they died, and were born into new life,
far grander than the old. What we Christians call being “born again” to
refer to becoming Christians on earth by believing, actually refers to
dying on earth first, which releases your spirits, as if being born again a
second time.
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Most NDEers describe dying as vividly waking up, opening their
eyes, and being super alert and feeling greater than ever on earth. Their
first thoughts are usually “Am I dead? Did I just die?” Followed by
“where am I? Where am I going?” Lastly “Oh my gosh, all that
teaching back on earth about God and the afterlife must be true.”
This is how people who did not believe in God on earth, but had
heard “about a God,” or even just the name of “Jesus,” end up in
heaven. Becoming instant believers, once standing before God, who
asks “Do you believe in God?” Answered with “Seeing is believing!”
There is only one question asked at the gates to go inside.
It is impossible for you not to go to heaven, as you cannot answer
the only question other than “Yes.” If you answer “No,” God may
laugh. You will live forever, and there is not much you can do about it.
All the people you knew on earth, and have died, are all in heaven too,
not one unable to answer the only question correctly. Which is
supported biblically:
Acts 16:30-31
30He

then brought them out and asked, “Sirs, what must I do to
be saved?”

31They

replied, “Believe in the Lord Jesus, and you will be
saved—you and your household.”
If one person in a household shares God with their family, even if
heckled with insults, they all will answer the one question correctly too.
As Evangelical Christians we believe you must “Make a profession of
faith by positivity accepting the free gift of eternal life by believing in
Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior.” NDEs prove this is condensed to
“Do you believe in God?” Which says the same thing.
Are There Rewards in Heaven?
Salvation which grants eternal life is only the beginning, and
Christians today spend little time focusing on what happens after they
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arrive. Jesus and Apostle Paul biblically, constantly focused on the
importance of earning reward in heaven. NDEs show just how
important these rewards become, as they last for eternity. “Good
Works” on earth do not earn eternal life, only answering the one
question does. “Good Works” on earth earn rewards in heaven.
Which we can enjoy forever after being slaughtered like sheep on earth,
to help God take out Satan.
Here is the typical pathway:
•
•
•

First comes bodily death on earth.
Then entrance to the Third Heaven by profession of faith.
Enjoying rewards which last for eternity in paradise.

Most people fear 1, worry about 2, and ignore 3. I explain some of
the rewards in paradise, and how to earn reward on earth, but paid in
heaven further along.
Does God Know The Future?
God knows the future because he is there now, and can return at
any time. Time in the heavenly realms does not elapse as slowly as
here on earth, and in only one forward direction. God can expand and
contracted time on earth, as if in gravity waves, which scientists proved
existed recently. One million years on earth could be ten hours in
heaven time. One man’s NDE occurred while only passed out for one
minute, but had an NDE which produced long books. God can access
all of our time line. Our past, future, and present. For every action
Satan and his demons take, God can project every iteration of possible
outcomes choosing the best projected result. God highly
micromanages us by tweaking our past, to effect our present, making
our future exactly what he wants.
God knows the exact time of your death because it was planned
well in advance. Such God gathers your dead relatives and friends for
your grand “reunion” the moment you die, and arrive moments later.
You relatives and friends were told well in advance when you would
die, and they were giddy with joy for your gory gruesome death.
14

Is the Accumulation of Knowledge Important to God?
Colleges once required one class in college logic, but mostly only
law schools still require it today. What is logic? Logic teaches us the
sun is always shining, and the moon is always full. Jesus taught using
logic, many times in parables, which explained the complex as easy.
Jesus was so logical he baffled the greatest minds of his day, leaving
them speechless. Even today’s best educated minds are still left
baffled.
Satan counts on ignorance for his victims, as the more ignorant the
more his deception tricks work. God wants us to be smart, to avoid
falling for Satan’s deception. The more education the better. God has
revealed his science to us slowly over thousands of years. Science is
how God made the universe. To deny science is to insult God.
The bible’s strict six day creation was God keeping it simple for the
early folks. God did not download quantum mathematics to Moses as
it would be useless to everyone. God waited to download knowledge
to Albert Einstein, and others, to provide further education at the right
time. What is remarkable is the order of creation in Genesis, being the
exact order science has proven. Only the variable of elapsed time was
truncated in Genesis.
Of course God created the universe, but science shows us how.
Math and science are God’s programming source code. Most of our
universe was created in the first trillionth of a trillionth of a second.
Thirteen billion years later, God created humans on an earth. After
using earth for at least four other purposes before, each with explosive
growth of created lifeforms, followed by mass extinctions. Geologists
identified the first occurred 500-million years ago during the “Great
Cambrian Explosion of Life” era, and even evolutionists today agree
evolution was “accelerated” or “fast.” Then “stopped.” Sounds like
“creation” to me, but so does “fast evolution.”
The discovery and proof of DNA proved our world is “digital,”
which meant “intelligent design” was behind it, not random changing
goo. “Intelligent design” is a scientific code word for “God” without
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sounding religious. God creates-evolves new animals by reusing the
DNA from the last animal, making a few tweaks, then creates a large
number of the newly coded animals in one geographic area, as if in a
“pod” if you will. Then leaves them to fend on their own, either to
survive, get eaten, or go extinct. Each with defenses and offenses to
give them a fair chance at surviving. So “creation” was slower than we
thought, and “evolution” was fast, then stopped. But both say the
same thing.
Quantum mathematics is God’s programming source code.
Scientists a few years ago proved the existence of the “Higgs boson,”
nicknamed the “God Particle.” Which proved everything you see
around you is being continually held together by a force of “intelligent
design” long enough for us to see, hold, feel, and interact with
everything in this universe. It is God’s constantly outflowing Holy
Spirit bright white light life force holding everything together, else
everything would disappear.
Last month a quantum mathematics experiment proved what even
Albert Einstein called “Spooky action at a distance.” Where a loworbit earth satellite created something called “entangled particles.”
Being a pair of very tiny things each an exact copy of the other,
connected as if one. Whatever happened to one particle, happened to
the other, no matter how far the distance. After the satellite beamed
one of the particles down to earth, to a separation all scientists would
agree sufficient to remove doubt, when the particle on earth was turned
90 degrees, the particle up in the satellite turned 90%, with no signal
traveling back and forth as is required today. This opens up the
possibility for communication distances being almost infinite with no
power needed to transmit anything. And opens up the possibility
every particle in this universe could be controlled by “intelligent
design” in another universe.
When the scientific method has proven God, creation no longer
needs believing, just accepted as fact, and never need for a debate.
When I am asked, do I believe in creation or evolution, I answer both.
When asked if I believe the earth is 6,000 years old, I answer only if I
16

want to be useless to God. God need us to be smart, to avoid Satan’s
pits.
Do NDEs Explain All The Evil In This World?
In all of God’s many realms there is only a small amount of evil, and
barely noticeable. Except for earth. We are swimming in evil. Perhaps
because God banished every demon he found to earth, being God’s
dumping ground for all his once angels, now traitors. Satan is a
common angel that started the rebellion, which grew too much evil,
such requiring housecleaning. The final eradication of Satan from all
of God’s realms, not just our own, is likely the purpose we are here on
earth. We help God by being slaughtered like sacrificial lambs, after
lives of misery dodging death. God has taken the battle to Satan’s
home field. Earth is Satan’s last stand in all of God’s realms, not just
ours.
We tend to believe earth is about us humans, and we suffer today
due to the original sin of Adam and Eve. Forever punished afterwards.
That would only be true if Jesus never came stopping baby lamb blood
sacrifices on the alter, telling us rather we are the ones to be sacrificed
and slaughtered. Jesus then set the example by being slaughtered on
purpose himself, after preaching we must do the same by picking up
our crosses and following him daily.
Because in the original 50%-good to 50%-bad earth rule agreement
between God and Satan, where Satan was convinced he would win half
of humans, while God would win his half, tuned tragic when Satan
discovered the Messiah was alive on earth in the flesh. Satan only too
happy for his greatest kill, killing the earthling’s Savior with the most
painful death a human could endure. Satan enjoyed his 50%-bad so
much until it boomeranged back to God with owed 50%-good to same
degree as bad, such God used his greatest good, to cancel out the sins
of all humans on earth. Even winning back the half Satan was
expecting and certain of winning. God sent Jesus to save the world,
not condemn it. We were all purchased for a price.
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The statement “Jesus died for your sins” is distorted being only
partially true. Rather Jesus fooled Satan into killing him in the flesh, to
build up so much good, it canceled out all of your sins. Such you
would never need to worry about or be afraid of anything in this life.
Only your body can be killed in this life, not your spirit. Your spirit
lives forever. After answering one easy question no one fails to get
wrong.
Do NDEs Answer The Quandary Between Free Will vs.
Predetermination?
When it comes to the never ending debate between free will (we
make our future) verses predetermination (God makes our future),
NDEs show both are happening at the same time. Free will is what
keeps us busy between periods of absolute, total, and utter control by
God.
When angels and demons are inside our bodies, influencing what we
think, and effect ours actions, all under direct orders from God, Satan,
and us, such what we see as natural earthly events, like the wind, and
lightening, or airplane crashes, are not random, but rather planned out
far in advance. It becomes human arrogance to assume our wills are
always free. Not with that level of control. Our wills are only free
when God does not care what we do, as long as it does not interfere
with God’s plans and his will, determined even before our very births.
Is God doing all this to fool us then? Yes. Because God is less
concerned with what we believe, and how firmly we believe it (other
than salvation), because God is most concerned with our actions, what
we do, and how we treat others. God makes us do his free will, despite
ours. The debate is ours, not God’s.
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Part 2 - Near Death Experiences
A human does not have to be “dead” to have a NDE, but usually
the more “dead” one is, the more expansive the NDE. I reference
eight books on NDEs, including my own, during this lecture. Three
are by Christian clergy, four are by MD doctors, and I am a Christian
layperson. At no point do I disagree with the authors, just the
opposite, I edify what they wrote.
Eight Books On NDEs
Eight books on NDEs are referenced in this lecture:

Life After Life, by Dr. Raymond Moody, Jr. MD (1975)
This is the book which started the NDE research and investigation.
Dr. Moody coined the phrase “Near Death Experience.”

90 Minutes in Heaven, by Don Piper, an ordained minister (2004)
Don Piper, an ordained minister, died temporarily in a car accident,
even the medical staff declared him dead at the scene. During which
time, Don was in his spirit at a reunion with all of his dead relatives and
friends outside the gate of the Third Heaven.

My Descent into Death, A Second Chance at Life, by Pastor
Howard Storm. (2005)
Bone chilling horrors and demons awaited atheist Howard Storm in
hell, only to meet God and return to earth to become a Christian pastor
saving souls for Jesus. This is an example of someone saved after
death, as post-life redemption.

To Heaven and Back, A Doctor’s Extraordinary Account of Her
Death, Heaven, Angels, and Life Again, by Dr. Mary C. Neal, MD
(2011-12)
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Dr. Mary Neal temporarily died in a kayaking accident; a violent
rapid sucked her kayak underwater, and she fell into the arms of Jesus
who lifted her spirit up high above the water and into her NDE.

Proof of Heaven, A Neurosurgeon’s Journey in the Afterlife, by
Dr. Eben Alexander, MD (2012) and, Map of Heaven, How
Science, Religion, and Ordinary People Are Proving the Afterlife,
by Dr. Eben Alexander, MD (2014)
Dr. Alexander is a non-religious neurosurgeon whose brain was shut
down by an illness, from which he had an extensive NDE. His first
book “Proof of Heaven” details his NDE, while his second book “Map
of Heaven” details his analysis of his, and many others, who have had
NDEs.

Revealing Heaven, The Christian case for Near-Death
Experiences, by Reverend John W. Price (2013)
Reverend Price did not have a NDE; rather he had gathered
firsthand knowledge of hundreds of people who have had NDEs. His
book, “Revealing Heaven, The Christian case of Near-Death
Experiences” is exactly the framework from which I expound and
supplement.

One Sermon, published in 2012, but rewritten as Unspeakable Pain
in 2017. Written by me, David A. Bardes
This is my book. I was falsely accused of a civil offense by a state
prosecutor, which wiped me out financially, liquidating my business,
leaving me broke. Only to be thrown in jail to be killed, which was less
costly than my lawsuit against the governmental bad actors. Then
immediately tortured for three days in a hypothermic cold cell, violently
shivering in extreme pain. Forcing my body temperate down to almost
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death, only to slip into a medical condition doctors call “suspended
animation.” Then the doctor wrongly declared me dead, but with
enough assurance to the sheriff, who then shot me to feign a reason for
my death other than hypothermia. As such would have giving away
this common form of brutal torture and homicide. The doctor forgot
there was a 1-in-1,000 natural chance of a full recovery from this
hypothermic coma.
The Wikipedia page for “suspended animation” defines the medical
condition as “Being suspended between not being alive, and not being
dead.” Sounding like science fiction to me, I prefer the term
“hypothermic coma.” Hypothermic coma is the most common
medical condition which produces NDEs. I do not claim I was dead,
not wanting to believe I did, and to avoid any argument, as a person
does not have to be dead to have a NDE.
Crucifixion was ancient Rome’s slow hypothermic death penalty,
with victims hoisted up naked into the cold blowing wind. To violently
shiver to death, with descending stages of additional horrors. As I
share with you my brutal torture, I effectively become a living
testimony to Christ’s brutal hypothermic death on the cross. Minus the
nails of course, and metal spear, metal bullet instead, but both on the
right side oddly. Both on the same date too, April 3rd.
Do not worry, I am a fellow doomed human, carnal sinner scumbag
pond-scum, needing God’s grace like all of Christ’s many sheep to be
slaughtered like sacrificial lambs. And the only sheep Jesus loves more
than others, are those not sheep yet. God uses common nobody
nothings, purposely using their weaknesses, and hopeless flaws, to
shame the strong, mighty, and powerful.
What happened to me, was more like Jesus telling his story, using
me as the victim. So I would complain about it to you. Not used,
abused. I call it a blessing to others, while wishing I did not have that
blessing.
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Three Common NDE Mistakes To Avoid
There are three common mistakes made in studying NDEs, which
can be fatalistic if fallen into. The first is assuming everyone goes to
straight heaven, the second is something called nihilism, and the third
is not grounding yourself in New Testament scripture before studying
them.
Not Everyone Goes To Heaven Right Away
Reading a few books on NDEs, leaves the impression everyone
goes straight to heaven. This is a mistake because it is not true. There
are a large number of hellish NDEs which are never reported, being so
horrible. Between 6% and 10% of NDEers go to a hell first.
The 6% figure comes from Reverend Price’s book, according to his
experience. The 10% figure comes from my research. My number
may be inflated a bit, because I paid special attention to the hellish
NDEs over the good ones. The number of humans who experience
hellish NDEs is remarkably low. The good news is most NDEers go
to heaven, while those sent to a hell, cry out in agony for God to save
them, which God does just about every single time.
Nihilism Mistake
The Latin word “nihil” means “nothing.” And “nihilism” means
“believing nothing matters.” Studying NDEs can lead one to conclude
nothing we do in this life matters. That this life is an illusion, and not
real. NDEs reveal our actions in this earthly life are cosmically
important to God, such this world has God’s full attention. God’s
heaven is close to earth, to concentrate on humans. God is fully
focused on what we do here, not some formality, rather God’s most
important project.
Without The New Testament There Is No Way To Understand
NDEs
The Old Testament contains seven promises (covenants) of God,
while the New Testament contains the eighth, which replaced the old
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seven. Based on NDEs, the eighth is absolutely true, as well as the old
seven being outmoded.
Heavenly Bodies and Earthly Bodies
Spiritual bodies being separate and distinct from earthly bodies, are
discussed in the bible by both Jesus and Apposite Paul. NDEs proves
their words are absolutely true. Paul gave us more detail in his letters
to the Corinthians:
1 Corinthians 15:40
40There

are also heavenly bodies and there are earthly bodies; but
the splendor of the heavenly bodies is one kind, and the splendor
of the earthly bodies is another.
Two Heavenly Spiritual Bodies
Each human has two spiritual bodies, other than the physical body,
that have been identified:
1. Soul Spirit
2. Human Spirit (in which is the soul spirit resides)
There may be more heavenly spiritual bodies which we do not know
about yet, but these two we are almost certain.

The Term “Electricity”
In this lecture when I use the term “electricity” to refer to a spirit’s
appearance, I am trying to describe something no assemblage of
English words could even come close to describing the brilliance, the
deep glowing colors, and vivid and sharp appearance. So “electricity”
is my abbreviated code word for something so magnificent, I give up
trying to convey the reality.
The electricity comes from the bright light-life force constantly
flowing off of God at the Throne in the Third Heaven. This always
flowing Holy Spirit light-life force keeps everything God owns existing
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and alive. If God cuts off this life-light flowing to an object, it
disappears.
Electric eels store up electricity similar to electronic capacitors
(which charge up slowly for one huge bolt of electricity.) Which
creates an electric shock strong enough to even kill a horse. But when
the eel is dead, scientists have been unable to generate any electricity
from the eel’s dead body. As the eel’s spirit with the electricity moved
on.
The Soul Spirit
I describe your “soul spirit” as a tiny spot of very bright light and
electricity, surrounded by a glowing orb of electricity about the size of a
soccer ball. Your soul spirit is located in the absolute center of your
brain, surrounded by the neo-cortex, which neurologists believe creates
“consciousness.” But it is your soul spirit creating consciousness.
Your consciousness is you being awake right now and alert and
thinking. You are your soul spirit.
Many NDEs occur where the soul spirit is separate from the human
spirit and body. Since the soul spirit contains consciousness only, the
person does not remember their name, or have any memories from
earth. When the soul spirit returns to the human spirit, all memories
flood back in, and are recallable. Revealing “memories” are stored in
the human spirit, not the soul spirit, or physical brain.
Neurologists are unsure just where in your brain memories are
stored. As no memory cells, or synapses, have ever been observed
storing or recalling memories. Also, if you have ever carried a song in
your head all day long, doctors are unsure where in the brain that is
sourced. Memory and music are likely stored in the human spirit, not
the brain. The human brain is powered with electricity coming from
your soul-inside-human-spirit, else the brain is useless goo. As a
human grows older, memories are forgotten, because the brain is
slowing the spirit down. Once the soul-inside-human-spirit is free
from the body, all memories return never to be lost again.
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The electricity which powers your brain and body, comes from your
soul-inside-human-spirit. It is the flowing Holy Spirit life-light force
providing the electricity. Your brain is powered by about three volts,
and your heart needs about two volts. Doctors believe this electricity is
generated by chemical goo in your body somehow, like a liquid battery,
but are not certain. Experiments to recreate this goo powered battery
have failed, so doctors only know that when your body has no more
electricity, you are dead. Doctor’s call this electricity your life. With
high voltage shocks from a defibrillator, doctors can jump start a
person’s heart, and return electricity to their body.
People sitting next to someone dying, sometimes report seeing a
bright spec of light exit the side or top of the dying person’s head, then
float up to the ceiling to disappear elsewhere. This is the soul-humanspirit separating from the physical bod.
The Human Spirit
While the soul-spirit powers the brain, the human-spirit directs the
brain to move arms and legs. The body follows the spirit. Humans
who undergo limb amputations on earth, often experience feelings
their limbs are still there, even sensing pain. The human-spirit always
has all body parts, aways perfect, with no flaws.
The human-spirit is the same size and shape as the human body,
only transparent. A ghost if you will. The human-spirit has two arms,
two legs, fingers and toes, a torso, and head. Just no genitals or
reproductive organs. Anything having to do with animal functions, like
eating, drinking, defecating, urinating, and sex, are left back on earth.
Human sex was Satan’s 50%-bad, to God’s 50%-good, of creating a
new life. Biblical support for this comes from:
Matthew 28:29-30
29Jesus

replied, “You are in error because you do not know the
Scriptures or the power of God. 30At the resurrection people will
neither marry nor be given in marriage; they will be like the
angels in heaven.
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Angels are spirits too. Without sexual organs.
Your soul-human-spirit can see better than your bodily eyes, in
clearer sharper focus seeing more colors. Your sense of smell is far
more heightened. You can feel sorrow, joy, and ecstasy. You can
remember everything in your entire life, and can recall any time period
on earth, including all your sensory inputs from those recalled events.
You also have other senses beyond your human ones, you are extra
sensory.
Spiritual beings speak in your native earth language, as well as other
heavenly languages your soul-human-spirit seems to know
automatically. Speaking is by a soundless telepathic method of
unknown science, but you just think something in your head, and
others can hear you think. So they think back to you. Without need to
open your mouth speaking sound waves, even though you can do so,
which gives you two ways to communicate. You appear to others as
being from age 25 to 35 years old, skinny, in perfect shape, and
extremely handsome and beautiful, with no flaws. You are perfect,
forever.
Other Animals On Earth
All animals on earth with a brain, also have both a soul-spirit and an
animal-spirit too. A rabbit has a soul-spirit and a rabbit-spirit, a lion
has a soul-spirit and a lion-spirit. When animals die on earth their soulanimal spirits are released. Just like ours do. Biblical support:
1 Corinthians 15:44
44…If

there is a natural body, there is also a spiritual body.

The Process of Dying and the Removal of the Spirits
In a majority of NDEs, when the physical body dies the soul-human
spirits are automatically released, but this is not true in all cases. The
soul-human spirits do not come out of the body by themselves, only
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when God actually removes them, otherwise they stay in the body,
regardless of the condition of the body. The fact you are alive right
now, proves you are a soul-human spirit, with your body only along for
the ride until malfunction. If you see a lifeless dead body, this proves
they are still alive, having been certain the body was once alive.
Secular doctors will tell you the “life” (electricity Holy Spirit flow) of
a person does not always leave at bodily death, as sometimes it is
before. This is called “escaping death” or “not tasting death.” Dr.
Mary Neal describes this in her book from experiences with dying
patients. Many NDEers share of lying in bed as usual, and all of a
sudden their dead relatives show up in the room and start talking to
them. In those cases the human just died and did not know it, never
feeling anything out of the ordinary. Their dead relatives came to take
them to heaven. They never tasted death or felt the sting of death.
Reverend Price shared knowledge of the last moments of Apple
Computer founder Steve Jobs’ life on earth. He reported Steve Jobs’
last words were “Oh wow, oh wow, oh wow.” and then he died.
Someone or something grand and magnificent appeared before him.
He never tasted death.
Biblical support from Jesus:
Matthew 16:28
28Truly

I tell you, some who are standing here will not taste death
before they see the Son of Man coming in his kingdom.
Popping Out of Their Body
When God chooses, he removes the soul-human spirit, usually out
the top or side of the person’s head. Witnesses sometime see a spot of
bright light moving out of a person’s head, and float up to the ceiling
then disappear from view. People who experience it, report a feeling
of “popping out of their body.” The moment one pops out of their
body, they are instantly hit with a wave of euphoria and feeling greater
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than ever before on earth. And really wide awake and super alert. Like
they had finally arrived at what being alive was truly about.
Angels And Demons
Our soul-human spirits are not the only spirits in our physical body.
There are at times many other spirits, either angels, demons, Jesus,
God, and the Holy Spirit life-light energy flow. And sometimes other
soul-human spirits, whom have died previously, or are themselves
having a NDE. These many spirits can jump inside, and outside, our
bodies and we are completely clueless. They temporarily “possess” our
physical bodies. Everything we say, do, and think, may be one of the
spirits performing the action, while convincing us we did. The phrase
“the devil made me do it,” may be more “the devil directed your
demon to do it.”
There is evidence at least one angel and one demon stay with us for
our entire lives. A guardian angel and a guardian demon, if you will. If
you remember your childhood cartoons where a character had a tiny
angel on one shoulder, and a little demon on the other, as they took
turns trying to convince the character to do something good or bad.
This is exactly what happens with humans.
To prove you have a guardian angel and a guardian demon too,
which you choose to use when and where convenient, look into a
mirror. And sincerely say “I love you!” with a big smile and open arms.
Then shrivel up your face in contortions, and with seething anger, say
“Go f*** yourself, you piece of sh**.” Did you hear your angel and
demon? Known them for a long time? Even our personalities may be
combined with those of our guardian angel and guardian demon. At
times even your angel uses your demon to get good things done.
On averages, a person usually has three angels, and one demon, and
this ratio is apparently needed. While some may have one hundred
demons, and one overpowered angel doing their best. Angels follow
direct orders from God, as well as from you. Angels do not take
orders from other angels; there is no collusion, as they are directed only
by God and you. One man had a NDE while in bed, and all of a
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sudden five angels stood at the foot of his bed. And the angels asked
him what orders he had for them. To which the man did not know
how to answer.
You can talk to your angels at any time, as well as your demon.
Every thought in your head is being listened to by your angels and
demons. Tell your angels to do something good for you. Do not pray
to them, never worship them, just think to them, and they will do what
you ask if able. They apparently are waiting for you to give them
instructions. Angels spend most of their time trying to convince us to
do something, or will just do it themselves, fooling us into believing it
was our action. In a close call with an auto accident, with no
explanation as to how your hand moved the steeling wheel in the nick
of time to avoid sudden death, may be your angel taking command, not
having enough time to convince you otherwise.
Suddenly waking up in the middle of the night with a great idea, may
be your angel giving you the idea. Our angel’s mind is accessible as if
our own. The angel just thinks to themselves “I need to buy milk”
which makes you thankful for reminding yourself. Maya Angelou, the
renowned poet and civil rights icon, died in May of 2014, and her last
Tweet shows this concept:
"Listen to yourself and in that quietude you might hear the voice
of God." – Maya Angelou, May 23, 2014
What About Demons?
Demons in NDEs, and described in our bible, are angels of Satan,
who directs them. Satan can be proven by his angels existing, resulting
in all the evil in this world. Demons have all the same powers and
abilities as angels, because they are angels, just rouge ones. Satan is a
normal demon but was the leader of the rebellion. The demon in
charge, if you will.
What do you say to the demon inside your body? You tell it to go
to hell. That is where it will go eventually. Tell your angels to slap
your demon dizzy. Demons can enter and posses any animal, same
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with angels. Humans are not the only animals possessed by angels and
demons. An example is in Luke 8:26, when Jesus healed a demon
possessed man, whose self identified “legion” of demons left the man,
and possessed a herd of pigs, which then killed themselves. Jesus and
his disciples expelled demons from people, but in today’s modern
world the practice of these powers are relegated to fictional movies, but
are no less still applicable today.
Demons And Mental Illness
Mental illness is not demon possession. Mental illness is a treatable
medical condition. Mental illness does not make you evil; demons
taking advantage of weakened people makes someone evil. Demons
take advantage of anyone, whether mentally ill or not. Demons want
those with mental illness less than those with power or wealth.
Demons can do more damage with the powerful and wealthy. Those
with mental illness, and infected with demons, are more likely to
commit a sensational gun killing spree, which exposes the demons to
life in prison being no longer effective. In these cases we cannot blame
mental illness as the source, rather demons on a suicide mission.
Dreams
As Christians we place little significance on dreams, despite many
biblical examinations which show they do sometimes have meaning
needing interpretation. NDEs show some dreams may be very
important; containing messages or warnings. But most dreams may be
nothing more than the angels and demons being bored, because their
human is asleep. The soul-human spirit, angels, and demons do not
sleep, only the physical body sleeps. To pass the time, the spirits play
fabricated fictional video games, until the human finally wakes up, to
get some work accomplished. Earth being 50%-bad to 50%-good
realm, means the angels create good dreams, while the demons create
nightmares.
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Sometimes Jesus Himself Comes Into Your Dreams
Democratic commentator Kirsten Powers, who frequently spared
with Fox News’ Bill O’Reilly, according to her Wikipedia page, was an
ardent atheist until she met Jesus Christ in a dream, turning her into a
believer instantly. Jesus could not be happier with her, as he saved her
himself.
Haunted Houses And Ghosts
I address hellish NDEs further along, but one of the scarier NDEs,
is where a person died, but did not know it. Being an invisible spirit,
no one near could see or hear the spirit. Which terrified the newly
dead spirit, who walked around in sheer panic and bewilderment.
Thankfully God cuts short these mild-hellish episodes, and the
frightened spirits were taken to the heavenly places. So, dead people
do not roam the earth, perhaps some for a short time, otherwise dead
humans are removed from earth readily. Haunted houses, where a
person died a long time ago, are not haunted by the old dead spirit. It
is more likely modern day demons and even angels, having fun with
curious humans.
There are also NDEs where a dead person will travel overland like a
airplane, sometimes later identifying lights on the ground as proven
having been seen, and then landed and possessed another human,
hearing the thoughts of the visited person. One such person later
contacted the remote person listened to, reciting their exact thoughts at
that exact time, leaving the eavesdropped in shock.
Channeling Dead People
People who profess to communicate with the dead are wasting your
time, and likely charging you money in advance before lying to you.
No money no lying. If a person wants to communicate with the dead,
they can do it themselves for free. Simply pray to Jesus or God to
please give your message to your loved one who is in heaven. And the
message will be delivered for free the instant you stop.
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And your dead relatives can give messages back, by asking God to
deliver a message to you. Such as God commanding your angels to
make you feel warm or tingly, happy, and loved. As if the presence of
your loved one was actually in the room. Only on rare occasions does
the actual spirit of your dead relative appear in the room, as most
viewings are seen through the eyes of a small insect, or such animal as a
cricket, lightening bug, or snake. Otherwise the dead are not roaming
the earth trying to talk to you, only the thieves robbing you of your
money in advance of lying. They are not needed.
Déjà Vu
Déjà vu, and strong feelings of having been someplace before, are
angels giving away too much information. Angels, via God, have
access to the future. So memories of having seen something before,
comes from their angels remembering it, not the human.
What About Past Lives?
Humans who recall past lives are not imagining them. However,
their guardian angel and demon who stays with them for life, has
obviously had prior life-long assignments in other humans from the
past. Many in fact, even thousands. Since their angel’s memory is
accessible as their own, the human is remembering their angel’s past
lives, not the humans. Soul-human spirits are created anew in heaven,
then sent to earth to be slaughtered once, then returned to heaven
from whence they came. I address reincarnation further along, because
some aspects of reincarnation play a role in NDEs, but not for soulhuman spirits. Perhaps for chicken, hog, and mosquito spirits and
such.
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Part 3 - Where Do We Go When We Die?
Everyone makes it into the afterlife, and eventually comes to a fork
in the road, requiring a conscious decision. Before reaching the fork
point of decision, several events may occur. Some of hellish torment,
others heavenly good. One will eventually end up permanently in one
or the other.
We have discovered several of these possible events from NDEs.
Below is a list of the most common NDE events, in no certain order.
Some NDEers only experience one of these events, while others
experience multiple events.
List Of Common Occurrences After Death
1) Traveling (through dimensions / realms / other worlds / other
universes.)
2) Meeting their spiritual guide (relatives / elders / angels / Jesus.)
3) Meeting Jesus; being in the presence of Jesus.
4) Reunion with dead relatives and friends.
5) Life Review (both what you did right and wrong during your
life.)
6) Instruction / Education (the accumulation of knowledge is one
of God’s main goals for humans.)
7) The point of decision, must decide, do you believe in God?
8) Gates of the Kingdom of God/Kingdom of Heaven (the Third
Heaven.)
9) Inside the Kingdom of Heaven/God (Paradise.)
10) Given Rewards; many in number and types.
11) Reaching the Throne of God and Jesus, with euphoric ecstasy
light music.
12) Experiencing a mix of “good” and “bad,” or “hellish”
experiences.
13) Experiencing something so bizarre or odd, it makes no sense.
14) Experiencing a mild hell, and given another chance at
redemption.
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15) Experiencing a severe hell, and given a last chance at
redemption.
16) Soul-human spirit permanently extinguished (the second death)
where none have returned to describe.
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Part 4 - God’s Many Realms
Earth is both a physical world and a spiritual world. God made the
earth look as if only a physical world, with no direct evidence of a
spiritual world. Or, a God.
The reasons for hiding the spiritual world was part of the 50%-bad
to 50%-good earth agreement between God and Satan,. Leaving us
clueless until we figure it out on our own. Because if we grew too
smart, and figured out the physical was in the spiritual, Satan could no
longer defeat us with his deception tricks.
Only recently has our knowledge of the physical sciences progressed
to becoming clear a God was behind everything we see. With an
unseen spiritual realm in which the physical resides, not the spiritual
within the physical. Secular scientists and doctors once denying the
spiritual world exists, are now starting to accepting the possibility.
When Christians automatically reject God’s physical science,
believing such pleases God, they only render themselves useless to
God. Unable to budge stubborn Christians, God has resorted to
revealing himself to secular scientists and doctors via NDEs, because
they will at least believe all the science first, then introduce the spiritual
controlling the science.
Om
When secular scientists and doctors have NDEs, and meet God,
they return only to use their scientific terminology to describe God,
and the spiritual realms. The more Dr. Alexander wrote about his
experience, and the more he revealed and described, the more it
supported what we have known as biblical truth. Dr. Alexander, as a
neurosurgeon, has challenged the secular medical community to face
the realization, consciousness and thought exist apart from the physical
body, and of the existence of the human spirit, powering and
controlling the physical brain and body.
Dr. Alexander’s NDE consisted of going from the underworld, to
the heights near God, then back down to the underworld, then back up
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near God. He described the underworld as being stuck in mud and
ooze, as he wrote:
“Grotesque animal faces bubbled out of the muck, groaned or
screeched, and then were gone again.”
Dr. Alexander did not refer to the muddy underworld as “hell,” as it
was not scary to him, but I would consider it a mild “hell.” When Dr.
Alexander reached the heights near God, strange things happened. All
of a sudden everything made sense, and the reasons for evil and
humans on earth came into full view, and God’s logic behind
everything made so much sense, it left him in awe as to God’s mighty
genius. He also experienced light and music which had an intoxicating
effect the closer he came to God.
Instead of using the word “God,” he used the term “Om” to refer
to God. Om was a more respectful and appropriate name, as the word
“God” was not enough of a word to describe the majesty and power he
experienced. Om, speaking through an orb, educated Dr. Alexander,
who wrote the following:
“Through the Orb, Om told me that there is not one universe but
many – in fact, more than I could conceive – but that love lay at
the center of them all. Evil was present in all the other universes
as well, but only in the tiniest trace amounts. Evil was necessary
because without it free will was impossible, and without free will
there could be no growth – no forward movement, no chance for
us to become what God longed for us to be. Horrible and allpowerful as evil sometimes seemed to be in a world like ours, in
the larger picture love was overwhelmingly dominant, and it
would ultimately be triumphant.”
We can conclude evil exists because God allows it to exist, for
reasons logical to God. I believe the reasons go beyond just free will as
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Dr. Alexander wrote. Other NDEs support these same conclusions,
God wants evil to exist only in small amounts, such the largest
concentrations of evil will be eradicated. The largest concentrations of
evil being here on our earth. We are swimming in demons directed by
Satan.
During his NDE, Dr. Alexander visited or viewed other universes
and other planets, with many animals, including some life forms more
advanced than earthy humans. Our God is very creative, and loves
creating living animals, including humans.
The constantly flowing Holy Spirit life-light force coming off of
God, keeps all of God’s animals alive and powered by electric-spirits,
inside of physical bodies. The animals on other planets, live in peace
with each other, and do not have to kill and eat each other to remain
alive. Earthly animal instincts of “survival of the fittest” only apply on
our earth. As per the earth agreement for 50%-good of God creating
life, countered by Satan’s 50%-bad, requiring animals to kill and eat
each other if they wish to remain alive.
Do Dead Humans Go To These Other Planets?
No. Not at this time. Only brief visits have been reported.
Eventually we will all go to a new earth, as John explained in
Revelation. It appears humans are being held temporarily in the Third
Heaven, until God’s purpose for humans is completed. God is waiting
for something to occur.
Perhaps the wait is for the second coming of Jesus Christ, because
Jesus preached the good news (Gospel) of Kingdom of Heaven, as well
as Apostle Paul having visited himself. NDEs consistently reveal the
existence of the Third Heaven, so the fact it exists, shows a future
event would trigger an exodus from its walls, and onto the surface of a
new earth. Which is also described in Revelation.
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The Third Heaven
The Third Heaven where God lives, and so well described in
NDEs, was also described in detail by John during his vision, and
written down in Revelation 21:

The New Jerusalem
Revelation 21:10-23
10And

he carried me away in the Spirit to a mountain great and
high, and showed me the Holy City, Jerusalem, coming down out
of heaven from God. 11It shone with the glory of God, and its
brilliance was like that of a very precious jewel, like a jasper, clear
as crystal. 12It had a great, high wall with twelve gates, and with
twelve angels at the gates.
…15the angel who talked with me had a measuring rod of gold to
measure the city, its gates and its walls. 16he city was laid out
like a square, as long as it was wide. He measured the city with
the rod and found it to be 12,000 stadia in length, and as wide
and high as it is long. 17The angel measured the wall using
human measurement, and it was 144 cubits thick.
...22I did not see a temple in the city, because the Lord God
Almighty and the Lamb are its temple. 23The city does not need
the sun or the moon to shine on it, for the glory of God gives it
light, and the Lamb [Jesus] is its lamp.
…25On no day will its gates ever be shut, for there will be no
night there.
NDEs too, show this city is laid out in square, with walls 1,400
miles to 1,500 miles long. With twelve gates, and walls which appear
200+ feet tall. The description of the city being as tall as long, does
not bear out. And the mentioned 144 cubits (226 ft) thick walls, is
rather the height of the walls, not the thickness. The space inside the
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city is about two million square miles. There are hills, valleys, and
rivers. And very green.
No Temple. No Moon Or Stars. No night. No sleep.
NDEs reveal there is no temple in honor of a god elsewhere, rather
the actual Throne with God himself, and Jesus to his right. Therefore
no need for temple priests or pastors to describe God with best
guesses. You see, hear, and feel drugged by the music light, radiating
off of God and Jesus. With one-hundred million angels singing music,
which flows from their voices as bright white light, added to by the
greater lights of Jesus and God, all flowing together and then
distributed becoming the only source of illumination for the whole two
million square miles.
The constantly flowing bright white music drug light, radiating off
of God, is distributed via a river called the river of life, but is more like
a river of foggy light. Which divides into sub-channels or streets to
flow around, and in between each large block of the city condo’s. With
the last subdivision of light flowing into each window of each condo,
lighting the interior, so the human spirits can see, listen to music, and
stay high all the time. John in Revelation 22:5, wrote about the city of
light:
Revelation 22:5
5There

will be no more night. They will not need the light of a
lamp or the light of the sun, for the Lord God will give them
light. And they will reign [feeling awesome] for ever and ever.
Which Prophet Daniel foretold:
Daniel 12:3
who are wise will shine like the brightness of the heavens,
and those who lead many to righteousness, [shine] like the stars
for ever and ever.

3Those
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Apostle Paul’s conversion NDE on the road to Damascus, left him
blinded from such bright light for three days. Guess what he got juiced
with? Yup. Turning him from killing early Christians, to non-stop oh
my gosh you guys, this Jesus is more real than ever. To preaching nonstop until Rome chopped off his head, being the happiest day of his
life. Basking back in the light of God ever since.
Acts 9:3-4
3As

he [Apostle Paul] neared Damascus on his journey, suddenly a
light from heaven flashed around him. 4He fell to the ground and
heard a voice say to him, “Saul, Saul, why do you persecute me?”
The only time Apostle Paul wrote specifics about his NDE in the
music light of God in the Third Heaven in any further detail was in his
second letter to the believers in Corinth:
2 Corinthians 12:1-4
1I

must go on boasting. Although there is nothing to be gained, I
will go on to visions and revelations from the Lord. 2I know a
man in Christ who fourteen years ago was caught up to the third
heaven. Whether it was in the body or out of the body I do not
know—God knows. 3And I know that this man—whether in the
body or apart from the body I do not know, but God knows—
4was caught up to paradise and heard inexpressible things,
things that no one is permitted to tell.
Lest people think him crazy. The mysterious events which
happened in the upper room at Pentecost, where Jesus had promised
sending the “Holy Spirit” as the “advocate” to “teach you all things”
are described by Apostle Paul in Acts 2:
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Acts 2: 1-4
1When

the day of Pentecost came, they were all together in one
place. 2Suddenly a sound like the blowing of a violent wind came
from heaven and filled the whole house where they were sitting.
3They saw what seemed to be tongues of fire that separated and
came to rest on each of them. 4All of them were filled with the
Holy Spirit and began to speak in other tongues as the Spirit
enabled them.
The disciples were all blasted with the bright white music euphoria
tonic light, which left them fully speaking in foreign languages found
elsewhere on earth, but never known before. For some on the street
outside, after the disciples flowed out onto the street, impressing
foreigners hearing their own languages, rebuked them by saying “They
have had too much wine.” Not wine. Light.
And the one-hundred million angels singing light music, is described
by John in Revelation:
Revelation 5:11
11Then

I looked and heard the voice of many angels, numbering
thousands upon thousands, and ten thousand times ten
thousand. They encircled the throne and the living creatures and
the elders.
Ten thousand times ten thousand is one-hundred-million angels
singing bright white euphoria light music around the Throne of God
and Jesus. By the time the bright white euphoria light music reached
the upper room, it fits the description of “a sound like the blowing

of a violent wind came from heaven and filled the whole house...”
And the bright white flowing light as “tongues of fire that separated
and came to rest on each of them.” During Reverend Piper’s NDE,
he also heard the angels as well, and wrote on page 29 of his book:
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“My most vivid memory of heaven is what I heard.”
My most vivid memory just outside of heaven, in my NDE, was not
just what I heard, but more what I felt being blasted by the light.
So, this “Holy Spirit” Jesus sent in his place, was this bright white
music educating euphoria light, which flows off of God, Jesus, and
millions of angels, at the Throne of God in the Third Heaven.
This constantly flowing light of God, is how God controls all of his
creations, as the light force does all the work, driving life itself, and
keeping our spirits alive with electricity from the light. We are kept
alive by the light force flowing from God.
When this living light lands on a dead planet, life explodes turning it
green, and with millions of species of newly created animals. Just as
God has done four times on our earth, starting five-hundred-million
years ago during the first and largest geologic “Cambrian “explosion of
life” period.
The Holy Spirit is not a person, like Jim or Jane, rather what flows
outward from God, as he wills himself. Micro-managing every single
detail in all his many realms and universes.
Rooms In Heaven
John 14:2
2My

Father’s house has many rooms; if that were not so, would I
have told you that I am going there to prepare a place for you?

Each human spirit has their own room, today would be called a
condo, due to the space size and features. Since there is no marriage or
sex in heaven, not having the body with the genitals, which were left on
earth to rot and decay, each has their very own condo. Nearby are
once sex mates, and children, and friends. There are no bathrooms,
kitchens, dinning rooms, laundry rooms, or bedrooms. More like a
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large open living area with large windows to let in the most light, and
several large closets. Around the large living area, are many chairs for
guests, and along walls are hobby tables, benches, and book shelves.
With supplies in the closets. If you had an enjoyable hobby on earth,
you have it heaven, along with all your most loved stuff. You have
many safe-keeps, and items which were precious to you on earth,
perhaps lost in a fire, or stolen. If you felt sorrow once lost, God put it
you condo for you. God feels your pain, but instantly rewards you for
each tear. The worse part of your existence is now, on earth. And the
more pain, misery, and hardship in your life, the more you gain, with
reward which lasts forever.
Also around you are your once pets, becoming pets forever,
thankfully never to poop again, and all getting along great. Able to
communicate with any of God’s living spirits, never with a language
barrier again, you can ask your pets if you were a good master, and they
can answer. Plants can apparently converse. Same with worms,
elephants. Anything kept alive by the Holy Spirit flowing light force of
God. After the light visited the upper room at Pentecost, the disciples
were speaking in foreign languages found elsewhere on earth but never
known about, fulfilled what Jesus promised them as sending the
“advocate” to “teach you all things.” So, talking to pets and plants
makes sense. I am not sure how long the conversation would last with
a plant, but I may be surprised.
Whatever you did for fun on earth, is around you. With pictures
and paintings on the walls. There is no television, instead a viewing
screen projected onto white light fog, creating a three-dimensional
vivid hologram. Located anywhere in the room you want. Where you
can rewind and view any event in your life on earth, as if watching in
real time. Without need for a hand held remote control, as you do so
by thoughts.
They cannot however, view their loved ones still alive down on
earth. Except for very brief viewings, usually from the view of an
insect in their room, or cricket, snake, or plant. Anything alive. On
very rare occasions, there are invisible spirit visits. Where the human
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spirit is transfered to earth, and is in the same room with their human
loved one. Who feels a warm sensation, and feelings like their dead
loved one was actually in the room. Where the living could start
talking in a one way conversation, but the spirit would be unable to be
heard speaking back. Since those in heaven can view recorded movies,
and video’s from earth, if you made a video of yourself talking to your
dead loved one, then uploaded onto Youtube, could it become part of
the collection and be viewed in heaven? After praying to please send
the link to your loved one in heaven?
The human spirits in heaven spend much effort trying to encourage
God to hurry up and kill their loved ones still down on earth. Because
they miss them so much, and want to be with them, getting blasted in
the light of God together. When someone on earth prays to someone
in heaven, to advocate to God for them down on earth, is that not the
last thing they would ever do?
Whitney Houston died in a bathtub, perhaps because all those in
heaven outvoted God wanting Whitney to sing at the Throne, live in
person, instead of listening to recorded songs from earth. Whitney
finding herself with such clout, may have threatened to stop singing,
unless God killed her daughter right away, missing her so much. God
obliged, not wanting her music to stop, and Whitney’s daughter died in
a bathtub one year after Whitney did.
Recently the populace in heaven, watching reruns of Star Wars all
the time, forever loving the “may the force be with you!” as a code
word for the actual Holy Spirit light force; then Darth Vader is booed
with laughter. Perhaps all voted convincing God to kill Carrie Fisher,
who once in heaven was age 30 again, forever this time, and playing
Princess Leah again live in person, not watching a recorded movie.
Her cause of death the medical examiner could not conclude, but
guessed. Then God killed her mother the next day, being a famous
actor and singer, loved by millions in heaven waiting too long. All now
age 30 again, forever. Reliving their best memories on earth again, and
again. It was a two-for-one deal. Music and Movie.
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Micheal Jackson rarely misses a set after dying so young. Prince
died last year, then a year later his most favorite band member, his
drummer, commuted suicide. Perhaps Prince said, I got to have
drummer guys, if I am to continue at this pace. Many famous
musicians have died young, and comedians, seems the best ones were
killed the soonest, in the most gory ways possible.
Couples married for 70 years, die within hours of each other,
reported in newspaper articles frequently. Doctors determine death as
“their time to go.” Or, right on cue, God wanting both to join the
party together. Never being apart, despite marriage vows.
Satan cannot wait to to send you straight to God’s heaven, and out
of his 50% half evil domain. Once your goodness is gone, odds are
credited to Satan. Only the good die young, as Billy Joel’s genius rang
true. Like twenty first graders murdered with a machine gun at the
hands of a legion of demons. God sure loved the whole class, and
their school leaders. Jesus brought them all to God together, for a
huge feast on the light of God, in their honor. Suicide bombers
provide a non-stop supply of those most loved, for major celebrations,
as if scheduled on a calendar.
If you apply this to the Jewish Holocaust, with six million souls
murdered in a period of months, would they not be God’s most
frequently chosen loved people? And the largest group to ever join the
party together, which has never stopped since? We are the ones
missing out. But someday we will join the party too. When God
chooses us. God chooses everyone. Not one will escape his hands.
Location Of Your Condo
The location of your condo; the closer to the Throne of God the
better, due to more concentrated brighter light, is based on how much
reward you earned on earth. How much reward you earned on earth, is
based on how many horrible things happened to you on earth, like
people hating you, or being poor, and also on how gruesome your
death. But also based on actions you took on earth, as in doing good
things for bad people. All of which is added to the large amount of
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reward everyone receives as a base “inheritance” which Prophet Daniel
foretold in Daniel 12:13, as "...you will rise to receive your allotted
inheritance.”
You do not sleep at night, because there is no night, the light is
always flowing. Only physical bodies on earth need sleep, as the earth
spins. Spirits are always awake. Anything having to do physical animal
bodies is left on earth. There is no eating, drinking, belching, urinating,
defecating, farting, or sex. There are no hard core drugs like alcohol,
because the bright white light is the intoxicating effect, and does no
harm, coming from the Throne of God and Jesus. Drugs on earth
build up tolerance, rag you out, then kill you. Because Satan got to add
his 50%-bad, to counter God’s 50%-good.
Pearly Gates of Heaven and Streets of Gold?
The phrase “pearly gates of heaven” and “streets of gold” may not
be actual pearls, but rather material which appears iridescent like pearls.
The streets of gold are apparently real gold. With gold bricks in
different patterns, which makes sense, gold being our most perfect
element. Which is only created by the rare collision of two neutron
stars.
Entering The City By The Gates - The Final Question
John in Revelation wrote only those with “Names written in book
of life” will be allowed to enter. But apparently there is only one
question asked to open the gates. Which is “Do you believe in God?”
Or, believing in Jesus is the same thing. The names written in this
book of life, are those God knows will answer yes, or have already
answered the question while on earth. Having decided to believe in
God beforehand. Where God writes your name down the moment
you say “Hey guys, I believe in God!” Making a note, happy to never
forget. During Dr. Mary Neal’s NDE, in her book on page 73,
described her point of decision and no return:
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“We were traveling down a path that led to a great and brilliant
hall, larger and more beautiful than anything I can conceive of
seeing on earth.
…It is clear that this hall is the place where each of us is given
the opportunity to review our lives and our choices, and where we
are given a final opportunity to choose God or turn away – for
eternity.”
This point of decision, a fork in the road, where you are asked if you
believe in God, in order to proceed inside of heaven, is common in a
majority of NDEs. And is the only question asked. There are no other
questions or criteria required to go into the Third Heaven. Names are
also added at the gate, when standing before God, seeing God in
person, feeling the joy-light coming off of God, were just unable to
answer there was no God. Their names added to the book of life, as
they walked inside the gates.
However, if someone does answer “no” to the question of believing
in God, they then experience the “second death.” Where God just cuts
off the flow of the Holy Spirit life force electricity keeping their soulhuman spirit alive, disappearing never feeling anything ever again.
Their problem however, is God apparently knows in advance who will
answer “No.” So, God brings those unbeliever’s spirits before himself,
while long term believers are never asked the question, or done so only
as a formality. After the skeptical human spirit gets blasted with the
bright white music euphoria light flowing off of God himself, the only
answer they could muster is “I sure do now!” For those really tough
cases, the final holdouts, God sends them to temporary hells for
horrors, until they cry out to God to save them. Speaking to God by
name, proves belief, and they are saved.
If this is the extent God will go to save every human, who then
would not be saved? Can anyone resist God in person? This reveals
how it may be possible everyone will eventually go to heaven.
Completing the Gospel of Jesus Christ. If you lost a loved one not a
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believer, or a child who died unsaved, they are now. Very shortly after
they died. God made sure of it himself.
There is no way you can lose your salvation, because under what
circumstances would you ever answer the question “No?” It is
impossible for you not go to heaven. Some Churches require you to
believe in Jesus this way, or that way, or you go to hell forever. It is
much simpler. Believing Jesus was a carpenter, saves them. Believing
Jesus was a prophet, guaranteed.
Catholics are kept busy with long drawn out rituals in Latin the
priest’s do not even know. Eating a cracker and booze to kill the
germs, confessing sins to someone doing worse, all prepares every
single Catholic to pass the only exam in heaven with only one easy
question. It becomes a default.
That is God’s 50%-good part, but Satan’s 50%-bad control over
Catholics occurs when Catholics tell non-Catholics only Catholics go to
heaven, while non-Catholics go to hell.
Even though every Mormon goes to heaven, Satan keeps them busy
with the nonsense only Mormons go to heaven, the rest go to hell.
Jehovah’s Witnesses suffer the worst of it; Russia just kicked them out
permanently. But each Russian house they knocked on doors, who
heard the name of Jesus, before slamming the door closed, will be
saved. So why war against their foolishness, if it saves souls? God
wants souls, and cares less what we believe, and how firmly we believe
it. God even wants us to engage in sin if we must, as all the sin is
forgiven, but even one soul lost is mission failure.
This group psychosis of only their belief group going to heaven, the
rest to hell, also applies to Baptists, Presbyterians, Methodists,
Lutherans, and all others. Each convinced their group’s alignment of
thought patterns, are the only way to unlock the highly secured digital
combination vault of the gates of heaven. Only to find out later, the
gates are never closed, there is just a small doorway opening, in a much
larger gate. With only a spirit guide asking one question, then moves
out of the way to allow you to enter, upon easy answer.
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John in Revelation 21:25 wrote “On no day will its gates ever be
shut, for there will be no night there.” Jesus on earth in the flesh
waged war with woes against the preachers in his day for creating
unnecessary additional fictional requirements of thoughts and actions
needed before the gates unlock. Thus “slamming the doors of heaven
in people’s faces.”
The Twelve Gates
In Reverend Don Piper’s NDE, he was taken before one of these
twelve gates to the city, and wrote:
“Looming just over the heads of my reception committee [dead
relatives] stood an awesome gate interrupting a wall that faded out
of sight in both directions. It struck me that the actual entrance
was small in comparison to the massive gate itself.
…I paused just outside the gate, and I could see inside. It was
like a city with paved streets. To my amazement, they had been
constructed of literal gold. If you imagine a street paved with
bricks of gold, that’s as close as I can come to describing what
lay inside the gate.
Everything I saw was bright – the brightest colors my eyes had
ever beheld – so powerful that no earthly human could take in
this brilliance.“
Don Piper did not go inside the city because once you do, there was
no returning. He also did not see God, which is common. Don shares
his reasoning as to why:
“The only way I’ve made sense out of that part of the experience
is to think that if I had actually seen God, I would never have
wanted to return [to earth.] My feeling has been that once we’re
actually in God’s presence, we will never return to earth again,
because it will be empty and meaningless by comparison.”
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It is actually because once you have been blasted by the bright white
music euphoria light, which flows from God, Jesus, and angels, you are
hooked on the drug. With no hope of recovery, nor ever needed.
Once Inside The City
Jesus meets you just inside the gate, and shows you to your condo,
hangs out laughing and answering all your question you had on earth,
and then explains how the city works. Lastly, he escorts you to the
Throne of God, and introduces you to God himself, too feel his bright
light. The space closest to God, is the most concentrated euphoria
light, never greater. Then the millions of human spirits at the party
erupt into thunderous applause for your arrival. They all toast shots of
light in your honor.
But then seeing God and Jesus up on the Throne far away, causes
you to turn around looking for Jesus, who was just there, but gone.
Unable to care, the light being too strong, and not needed with Jesus
being available anytime. Jesus can be in many places at the same time.
Which is something only God can do. Jesus is God come to life inside
a real human named Jesus. With Jesus’ human spirit being replicated
by God, while ours is always one. Which rings true:
John 14:6
6 Jesus

answered, “I am the way and the truth and the life. No
one comes to the Father except through me.
Jesus is the only Way to God, because he takes everyone to God
himself. No one else. Back in the first century, before Apostle Paul
used the term “Christian,” believers were a sect of Judaism calling
themselves the “Way.” Apostle Paul was on the road to Damascus, to
prosecute anyone claiming to be followers of the Way, after causing the
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stoning death of a Way follower in Jerusalem. Only for Paul to be
struck with the light of God and Jesus, on the road there, converting
him, and stopping him from ever harming any members of the Way
again. There are only six verses in Apostle Paul’s letters, all in Acts,
which refer to this group called the Way. “Christian” was used
consistently thereafter. But the Way is still the only Way.
Jesus meets everyone when they enter the gates of the Third
Heaven. Jesus meets all Muslims, Christians, Jews, Catholics,
Mormons, Baptists, Lutherans, Methodists, Pentecosts, atheists no
longer, and all others just converted by the light standing before God.
When a Buddhist dies, and asked if they believe in God, they answer
that was fast, just go straight to the top, yes of course. Then say “And
Jesus too? Better than I ever thought.” When a Hindu dies, and is
asked if they believe in God; Hindu’s who believe in any gods, millions,
make one up, answers with a resounding yes. But startled by the first
god to ever to talk back, and give them good things instead of the
reverse. Convincing themselves only one God exists, never hearing
from any of the millions down on earth. All since basking in the
glorious juiced light of God. Which edifies what Apostle Paul wrote:
Philippians 2:10-11
10that

at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, in heaven and
on earth and under the earth, 11 and every tongue acknowledge
that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.

Main Street - River Of Life - Tree Of Life
John in Revelation wrote the “river of the water of life” flowed
from the Throne of God and Jesus, that there was a great main street,
and that the tree of life was on both sides of the river, which meant the
river flowed through the tree somewhere. The “water” however, was
actually light:
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Revelation 22:1-2
1Then

the angel showed me the river of the water of life, as clear
as crystal, flowing from the throne of God and of the Lamb
2down the middle of the great street of the city. On each side of
the river stood the tree of life, bearing twelve crops of fruit,
yielding its fruit every month.
The bright white music euphoria light flowing off of God, Jesus,
and millions of angels, firsts blasts through millions of human spirits
gathered before the throne, in a large amphitheater tens of miles across.
Then the light gathers and flows out along the surface of one large
main street. Hitting the next object, being the tree of life. Apparently
flowing through a large hole in the base of the tree. Indicating a very
large and tall tree. The tree of life adds to the light everything required
for something to remain alive with the life-light of God.
Next the light is distributed along side roads, and then into the large
windows of each individual condo. By the time this light reaches us
down here on earth, we do not feel much. But more than enough to
keep us alive, and have fun feeling great some of the time.
The Light-Life Tonic
The understanding that the soul-human spirits gathering before the
Throne, worshiping God to get blasted on his light, and listen to such
powerful music, is similar in a way, to earthlings gathering to a bar, and
partying drinking poison instead of light, listening to the band playing
tunes. The fun and euphoria being God’s 50%-good portion,
countered by Satan’s 50%-bad of making the poison kill more than just
the drinker.
Jesus and his twelve disciples, traveled trailing a much larger support
group, with even more followers behind them. Such Jesus was accused
of drinking and partying all the time, while John the Baptist did not
drink or party. At the last supper, Jesus told his disciples he would not
drink from his cup of wine again until with his father in heaven. But
not wine, light.
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Jesus then told his disciples to gather and party, breaking bread and
drinking wine, as a way to remember the good times with him. As
Jesus was going to his fathers house, which had many condo’s, where
Jesus would prepare for each, and then would return a second time to
bring each back to his fathers house, their condo, and then take them
to the Throne of God, getting blasted on the light of God. Light
which does no harm coming from God, unlike poison on earth which
kills.
The earliest Christians did these partying instructions way too much,
which ended when Apostle Paul found out too many believers were
not invited to the parties, and being excluded. So, Apostle Paul told
believers to drink booze and food in their own homes, and turned
Christ’s commands into the formal and serious ritual of communion.
Without anyone being left out.
Jesus preached his non-stop Gospel about this Kingdom of Heaven,
the Kingdom of God, with the flowing light of God. And the only
Way inside was by answering one easy question, no one seemed to
answer incorrectly.
The Holy Spirit
The Holy Spirit ends up being many things. It is the light flowing
off of God and Jesus, with music added by millions of angels singing
light with sound, then supplemented by the tree of life adding all
functions necessary to support life, thus keeping all of God’s realms
existing and functioning. The Holy Spirit is God’s micro-management
infrastructure. Like a computer programmed by God. A holy universe
computer. Where each line of programming code performs just one
function. Where God tweaks the code along the way, as new outgoing
light rays, after each counter action Satan and his demons make. With
never a bug error.
What Do Inhabitants Do Inside The Third Heaven?
They sleep in everyday, and never go to work. Just kidding. There
is no sleeping, but there is no working, instead there are hobbies,
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games, socializing, and worshiping God at his Throne, as an excuse to
get blasted by the light. God, knowing this, limits their time at the
Throne. How much time and frequency is based on their reward
earned on earth. Enjoying rewards earned while on earth, never cease
to keep them all busy, while waiting for us.
My Near Death Experience
The longer version of my NDE is in a separate book, titled
“Unspeakable Pain.” For the sake of brevity, I am going to cut-andpaste the center few chapters containing the lead up to my NDE, and
the aftermath requiring three miracles of God, to explain being alive
right now. There are several parts of my story which are still hard for
even me to believe.
The problem however, there is evidence proving all of it. Like a
metal hip joint, a bullet scar on my stomach showing three cadaver
suture marks sewn over the gun blast tear, as they prepared my body
for the morgue, and then a decade of internal injuries from being shot,
and partial paralysis from nerve damage down my leg.
I had been falsely accused of a civil offense by a state prosecutor,
and was financially wiped out by their lazy mistake, and my business
liquidated. Knowing I had a good civil case against them, it was far
cheaper to kill me, than suffer a lawsuit in court. So, a South Carolina
State Judge, a State Attorney, and the local Sheriff, carefully planned
my arrest, then immediately effected what would have been my
murder, the moment I stepped inside their jail.
After my wife Betsy gave birth to our two children, as I was
commuting five hours a day to the 101st floor of 2 World Trade, on the
tip of Manhattan, Betsy left me for our nannies husband, and moved to
Charleston, South Carolina, taking both of our children. Just over a
year later I moved to Charleston so our children would have their
father in their lives. I started my own executive benefits consulting
practice in Charleston, which grew rapidly, with two employees and
five figure monthly billings on long term contracts.
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After the events you are about to read, Betsy and I made peace, and
started doing something called “shared parenting,” which we
recommend for high conflict divorced couples. We then both took
vows of celibacy to avoid step-parents, and raised our children together
in complete peace. There are no relations between us, and Betsy and I
are better friends today, than ever married. But where my story picks
up here, Betsy and I are at holy war, as we called it. Please do not
judge Betsy, as complete redemption was achieved.
I start with chapter 14 of my detailed book Unspeakable Pain. I
have condensed parts not needed to focus on my NDE, and some
parts may refer to something not privy, due to location elsewhere in the
book.
--Chapter XX – Falsely Claimed Child Support Arrears
2004 - Charleston, South Carolina
In 2004, I received a large envelope mailed from the South Carolina
Department of Social Services. Inside was a court order, stating I was
in child support arrears of $13,596, and had a week to prove otherwise.
A meeting had been scheduled with the prosecutor, a South Carolina
State lawyer named John Magera.
Enclosed was a five-page affidavit signed by Betsy. Each page
contained a year’s reporting of child support paid, or not paid, by
month. Betsy randomly filled in numbers, many months writing in
zero’s. Adding up all the lies of unpaid claims, summed on the last
page, to $13,596 in child support arrears. The fabricated arrears, being
above the State’s $5,000 threshold, instantly put me in the maximum
category, of the most hated kind of criminal on earth, only remedied by
their death.
Betsy was shaking me down for more money.
I was a keeper of excellent records, and only paid Betsy child
support by check, to create a depository institution’s certified paper
trail, if needed later. I gathered all the monthly bank statements, and
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highlighted the child support transactions, then pulled out the canceled
checks, and inserted each month’s evidence of proof, into plastic
sleeves, making a stack of 91 sleeves, one for each month.
I created an Excel spreadsheet, with columns, for the date, amount
of child support due, amount paid, bank name, check number, date
cleared, and sum-total for 91 total payments over five years, since the
divorce.
The summed totals at the bottom of the spreadsheet, calculated I
had over paid my child support, by $12,633.91. I never missed a
payment, and paid more than required. I had proved such, with
evidence, from banks, which was deemed irrefutable evidence, in any
court of law.
On the date, and time of the meeting, I drove to the DSS offices in
North Charleston. Only to arrive at a decrepit building, with no
windows except in the only door, in a seedy part of town. The door
was locked, but a police officer peered through the bullet-proof-glass
window, cracked the door open a bit, and said, what do you want? I
answered, I had an appointment with lawyer John Magera. I was let
inside briefly, before the door was quickly closed and locked again
behind me. It appeared as some sort of disguised high security
building, which led me to wonder, why someone would want to do
them harm.
I was soon going to find out.
The officer escorted me down a series of hallways, with small
windowless offices, to the back side of the building, where I entered
the office of John Magera. I could not shake hands, as I was unable to
find a spot, to set down my stack of 91 files. Inside the small nine by
nine-foot office, his desk was stacked with child support case files.
The credenza behind his desk, had several too tall stacks, and the
lateral filing cabinet to my right, had stacks of case files, all about three
feet tall.
Seeing my predicament, John Magera moved stacks from his desk,
to the credenza, and filing cabinet. Causing the even taller stacks, to
lose some case files, as they fell down behind the credenza, and filing
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cabinet, never to be seen again. I thought, some single mothers will
not be seeing their child support anytime soon, like never.
Lawyer Magera advised me I was deemed guilty of massive child
support arrears, and would have to prove every payment I have ever
made. I unfolded a tabloid size print out of my large spreadsheet, and
handed it to him. Leaning back in his chair viewing the spreadsheet,
his chair hit stacks of case files, causing more to fall behind the
credenza.
Lawyer Magera said, the judge will like this. I said what judge? He
said I would have to prove each payment. I started with the first
month, and handed him the file. Peering inside with the bank
statement, and cancelled check with Betsy’s signature, he agreed on
that payment, but wrote a note on the spreadsheet. Same the next
month, with more side notes on the spreadsheet.
One month’s bank statement, listed the check payee as “Betsy
Barde” without the “s” on the end. Mr. Magera stated I would need
more proof on that one. I asked him, what was the mathematical
probability, I would transact by check, with a person of the almost
same name as my ex-wife, in a dollar amount equal to my child
support? He refused to accept it, and made notes on the spreadsheet, I
needed more proof.
After about fifty or sixty files, and hours of notes later, Mr. Magera
skipped a few months at a time, as all my records were proving
accurate. Skipping the last set of the payments on the spreadsheet, Mr.
Magera viewed the totals on the bottom, which proved I overpaid my
child support, by $12,633.91. He wrote more notes on the spreadsheet.
What I thought would end that day, without need for litigation,
tuned into Mr. Magera stating he needed to meet with Betsy next, to
discuss the results of his meeting with me that day.
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Chapter XX – Lawyer John Magera’s Meeting with Betsy
2004 - North Charleston, South Carolina
Lawyer Magera met with Betsy, and presented the large spreadsheet
full of handwritten notes, proving Betsy lied randomly on her false
affidavit. John Magera later confessed, and was eventually fired, for
receiving oral sex from Betsy, to keep prosecuting me regardless of the
spreadsheet. Who offered, or required, is unknown, as both blame
each other. Betsy denies it to this day, and I cannot prove it. But
perhaps John Magera was wiping himself off, and pulling up his pants,
as Betsy slipped the spreadsheet, with all his notes, off his desk, and
into her hands, then left, with John Magera not noticing.
Later, when Mr. Magera realized Betsy swiped his spreadsheet with
all his notes, left him no choice, but to write me a letter, asking for
another one, because he was not going to get his original back from
Betsy. His letter contained “Although your arrears are still in dispute, I
need you to send another copy of the spreadsheet, as I gave my only
copy to your ex-wife.”
Lawyers never give their only copy of anything, especially with
notes. I sent him another copy, realizing his claims of “still in dispute,”
was a cover for something else. The copy of the spreadsheet I mailed
back, had no notes, so how would he know which of 91 payments, to
dispute?
Chapter XX – Complete Destruction
2004-2006 - Charleston, South Carolina
Lawyer John Magera eventually presented the truth before a family
court judge, who signed an order striking my falsely reported arrears, to
zero. The problem was, he delayed doing so, for eleven months.
For those eleven months, my name was in Federal, state, and county
databases, as a mega-deadbeat dad, already entered as guilty.
Once your name enters those databases, more than a thousand
financial destruction mechanisms, go into immediate effect. Your
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driver’s license cancelled, professional licenses cancelled, followed by
laying off your employees, forcing liquidation of your business, after
working capital was cut off, loans were called, credit cards cancelled,
vehicles seized, business credit destroyed, personal credit destroyed,
incited IRS abuse, bank accounts cancelled, stocks intercepted,
retirement funds seized.
Finally, my ability to earn a living was revoked, as such required
disclosing Social Security number, which uncovered the lies, and
reasons to never hire me. My complete destruction was so rapid, I did
not have time, or money, to file for bankruptcy. Over a period, I went
from a multi-millionaire, to being broke, homeless, $300,000 in debt,
no credit, and unemployable.
I was eliminated from the financial grid, unable to be hired, deep in
depression. I lost everything, even my mind. This was only the
beginning of the storms yet to come.
During the destruction period, the last asset I owned was Camp
David, which became a lifeline to survival, as in physically living on the
land, in tents, after the RV was seized. Until forced to sell, where the
money, provided a local rental trailer, and a last chance to try to
recover, before the money ran out.
Mark Less was a huge factor in keeping me alive during this period,
as I eventually lived in a fixer-upper row house, in Kernersville, North
Carolina, purchased by Mark. When my van was repossessed, I had no
means of transportation, and no money. Mark was kind enough to buy
me a 30-year-old van for $2,500. This allowed me to drive back to
Camp David, to sell it, as my last source of money, to keep myself
alive. I owe Mark my life, with eternal gratitude.
Chapter XX - Real Child Support Arrears This Time
2005 - Manning, South Carolina
As my life collapsed around me, I was put on trial three times.
Being broke, and disabled with depression, and unable to pay child
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support, I was accumulating real arrears to the tune of $1,866, a month.
The first two trials, I was found not guilty.
The family court judge in my second trial, ordered John Magera, and
his department, to settle my financial claims as to my destruction. I
was to provide the court with my mental health records. The judge’s
order ended up, putting my life in jeopardy, as the South Carolina State
Department of Social Services, would never accept such large claim
against them, without shelter of immunity.
I brought my family Reverend to the trial as a witness, and after the
trial my Reverend approached John Magera and Betsy in the parking
lot. John Magera angrily told the Reverend “You go tell Mr. Bardes he
is f**ked!”
I took it as a death threat.
Betsy had convinced John Magera, I was a dangerous psychotic
schizophrenic. John Magera later told my family, my picture had been
posted in all the state DSS offices, as a dangerous loon. I assumed to
know who to shoot, and ask no questions later.
Each morning, a State SBI, called SLED in South Carolina, car
parked in front of my trailer. Having given up drive-by surveillance,
once it was obvious, being at the end of a road. I just waived to them
saying hello. No one ever came to my door, to ask questions.
Watching the local news one night, I saw my picture on a pizza box,
during a segment on mega-deadbeat-dads on the run, if you see them
call the police. The storms were picking up head winds, at this point in
my story.
This made me more depressed. I never attempted suicide, because
suicide required I commit an act of violence against myself, the act of
killing. I adopted the precepts of non-violence, in the tenth grade, and
have lived my life by them. There is a chasm, between suicidal
thoughts, and the acts of committing suicide. Of the twenty million
Americans, clinically depressed, only one-hundredth of a percent,
commit suicide.
Being unable to kill myself, I was driven to such a low, I figured I
would be killed in jail, so I accepted such as my fate.
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Chapter XX – Thrown in Jail and Tortured Almost to Death
Spring 2006 - North Charleston, South Carolina
The family court judge’s order in my favor, was never created by the
judge, but rather John Magera. Upon receipt in the mail, the order was
not based on what the judge said in court. John Magera had no
intentions on ever sitting down with me, for a settlement negotiation,
rather claimed I refused to provide medical mental health records. To
quickly reset the case, for a new trial, with a new judge, one John
Magera could arrange.
Psychiatrists and psychologists do not release medical records
directly to patients. A third party must write doctors, with a signed
release from the patients, and details of the request. The doctors then
provide a written response, based on the request. In my case, I
provided the signed releases to John Magera, as the judge ordered.
John Magera never wrote any of them, claimed I never produced my
medical records, thus violated the judge’s order, and set a new trial
date.
Once the computer assigned a judge, John Magera switched to his
judge, the hanging judge, South Carolina Family Court Judge Paul W.
Garfinkel. Getting Judge Garfinkel fired, took many of us nine years
to effect, until his actions grew so bizarre, the State had no choice, but
to yank him from the bench.
State Attorney John Magera, State Judge Garfinkel, and Sheriff
James Alton Cannon, Jr., had a side business going. Lawyer Magera
would prosecute fathers, and Judge Garfinkel would throw them in jail,
with no questions asked. Those fathers who had money, would free
themselves by paying their arrears, leaving those truly broke, not
deadbeat, stuck in jail, with no way out, serving a year of hard labor for
the Sheriff, fourteen hours a day, seven days a week, for wages of 17
cents an hour.
The real money traded under the table, off balance sheets, going to
the sheriff, then perhaps others. The three had a rhythm going,
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keeping a constant workforce of 250 dead-broke dads, unable to get
out of jail. To advance schedule promised workers. Trucks did not
unload themselves when workers were not available, as trucks needed
to get back on the road. This required careful planning, and a
consistent labor source, all arranged by a crafty lawyer, a crooked judge,
and a corrupt sheriff.
If you remember the April 4, 2015, Charleston shooting of Walter
Scott, by Police Officer Michael Slager. When Officer Slager shot
Scott eight times as he fled, killing him with five bullets, Officer Slager
dropped his Taser near Scott’s dead body, fabricated a false story,
which SLED rubber stamped a justified shooting. Only days later,
splashing on social media, the entire murder and cover up, broadcasted
to the world, including dropping the Taser next to Scott’s dead body.
Walter Scott ran from the police officer, because of child support
arrears, to avoid another year of hard labor, in Sheriff Cannon’s deadbroke-dad criminal racket using illegal peonage.
Instead, Scott paid for it with his life.
I was soon to be paying with mine. I was about to be ground into
the churning morass, but not for free labor, but a quick death.
Chapter XX - The Night Before the Garfinkel Trial
April 2, 2006 - Rented trailer - Manning, South Carolina
The night before the Judge Garfunkel trial, was heart breaking, and
a low point of my life. I had a strong suspicion, I was going to be
killed in jail, somehow. How and when, I had no idea. But with the
sequence of events, and outright threats, I had to accept my fate. If I
fled, I would be hunted down and shot.
I was a condemned man. I commiserated with Jesus on his last
night in the Garden of Gethsemane, praying father please take this cup
from me, if it be your will. It was not God’s will for Jesus to be spared,
and I had the sinking feeling, neither for me. I prayed it anyway,
hoping for a different outcome.
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I stacked my file boxes I wanted my family to find, in the center of
the room, and wrote and mailed letters, and evidence of the corruption
I had uncovered, to my family. Sleep was staying awake all night,
praying.
Chapter XX – The Judge Garfinkel Trial
April 3, 2006 - Family Courthouse Building, downtown Charleston,
South Carolina.
I showered and dressed for court, wearing my blue blazer, a yellow
polo shirt, and khaki pants. I fastened my World Trade Center
widow’s lapel pin onto my blazer, which I wore to show the terrorists
on 9/11 never got me, but the terroristic civil servants in South
Carolina did.
I drove an hour and a half to Charleston, stopped at McDonald’s
but was unable to eat, then drove downtown to the family courthouse,
parked my 30-year-old van on the street, but did not put coins in the
parking meter, as I was never going to see that van again.
I traversed stairs and elevators finding Judge Garfinkel’ courtroom,
and sat outside, as the doors were locked. John Magera arrived,
knocked on the door, and the bailiff let him inside, then locked the
doors again, keeping me out.
I deduced John Magera and Judge Garfinkel, were plotting my
disfavor. I was right.
I stood no chance of even being heard, so I took another tactic.
Putting my objections onto the public transcript record, so perhaps
someone later, could put it all together.
After being refused to be heard, Judge Garfinkel sentenced me to
six months in jail, without ability to work, or accumulate early release.
I stared straight into his evil eyes, and yelled “Your honor, you are
fired! The Public Trust of the United States of America has now fired
you, and you will remove yourself from the bench!” It took many of
his victims, and me, nine years to get him fired. Bringing my words
that day, to fruition.
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Judge Garfinkel was shocked, and his face shriveled in horror. Only
relieved when sheriff deputies grabbed my body, and lifted me up into
the air, carrying me to the anti-room, to be wrapped in body chains,
and hauled off to jail, in a paddy wagon. A female officer ripped my
9/11 widow’s lapel pin, off my blazer, never to be seen again.
I was turned into an inmate, the scum of the earth, hated by all.
Chapter XX – Brutal Torture
April 3, 2006 - Cold Cell 1613 – Sheriff Cannon Detention Center
Booking Area
Only halfway through the booking process, I was pulled out, and
marched down a hallway, and locked inside a large holding cell. I
initially thought due to my wanting to smile for my mugshot, and
refusing to sign documents, and liability waivers. But these were
common occurrences, with half of inmates, without concern, or
reprisals. The guards had prepared stacks of refusal forms, as so many
inmates did not sign forms. But for some reason, I was getting the
reprisals.
After twenty minutes in the large holding cell, the guards pulled me
out, and locked me into the smaller holding cell, next to the larger. An
inmate was sitting on a bench, in the fetal position, with his head and
arms inside his shirt, to stay warm. I sat down, and felt the frigid air
coming from the small air vent, which explained the inmate inside his
shirt, seeking warmth.
I was cold. And questioned myself, why was the air conditioner
thermostat set to winter, during winter?
Twenty minutes later, I was removed, and walked into the third
holding cell. A very small, one person concrete room, with a single
bench. I heard overhead, heavy banging of machinery, motors, and
fans. When I felt the blast of arctic cold air, blowing the hair on the
back of my head, I turned around and looked up. High up on the wall,
was not a small vent, like the cell next door. Rather a huge hole in the
wall, covered with a steel grate, with drilled holes. The cell was located
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directly under the air conditioner’s air handler unit, on the roof just
above. Which evidenced the source of the pounding noise.
The large hole in the wall, was positioned on the air-handler main
duct, catching so much of the high-pressure airflow, the cell was no
warmer than 45 degrees F. As refrigerated coils chilled the air, to either
40 degrees, or 45 degrees, as are industry standards.
The guards refused to give me my blue blazer, as I only wore a thin
cotton shirt, thin pants, and they took my socks and shoes, leaving bare
cold feet. I sat down on the bench, seeing my breath as it blew away.
It dawned on me, this specially engineered cell was designed to torture
inmates, with the intense non-stop pain from violent shivering, as a
form of punishment. It was hypothermic torture.
Hypothermia (dying of the cold) is the forced reduction of your
body temperature until you die. Once your body temperature goes
below 95 degrees F, you are deemed hypothermic, and deaths start to
occur. Crucifixion was ancient Rome’s slow hypothermic death. They
stripped victims naked, nailed their bones to a cross, and hoisted them
up into the cold blowing wind. If they lasted three days, they lived.
Rome did not crucify in the summer, as victims would live three days.
I wondered how many inmates had died from hypothermia in this
cell. Then I realized, I could die of hypothermia, if not able to get out
of this death chamber in time.
I knocked on the door, and asked for my jacket, but was denied.
The sheriff later admitted I had asked for my jacket, and was denied. I
actually asked, and was denied three times.
Then I said to myself, this is how they are going to kill me, and I
walked into their trap, having no way of knowing in advance,
hypothermia was used to torture, or kill inmates. And, certainly not
using purposely engineered cells, to do so. Until, after being purposely
locked inside one, on full blast.
I would later discover these cold cells existed all over our nation. I
did not know an inmate had died of hypothermia, three years before.
In a cold cell, two hours away in Columbia, the state capital. Years
later, I found seven more inmates who died of hypothermia, all over
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our nation. Mostly the mentally ill, after being stripped naked, then
locked in a cold cell so cold, they could not stay alive or get out. It was
called suicide watch. Depression was cured by torture, to encourage
never mentioning depression again, or be tortured to death naked in
the cold. Guards started using it for punishment, not just for the
mentally ill, but other inmates.
The CIA froze to death an innocent Muslim kid using an
“Enhanced Interrogation Technique” the United States Department of
Justice stamped legal, called “Cold Cell” or “Induced Hypothermia.”
They stripped the victim naked below the waist, to expose his genitals
to the bitter cold, chained him to a grate at the floor, and he painfully
shivered to death. His body temperature forcibly reduced, until he
slipped into hypothermic coma, then death. Cause of death likely the
result of hypothermia, the medical examiner determined. As we
learned from the US Senate Intelligence Committee Report on CIA
Torture, released on December 9, 2014.
The FBI eventually published a report detailing their widespread use
of cold cell torture. Then Navy Brigs, Border Detention Centers,
Courthouses, Juvenile Detention Centers, and non-stop at
Guantanamo Bay Detention Camp. I found no one not using it.
The hypothermic deaths were reported in the news, but only
medical personnel were alarmed, as the public had no idea what
hypothermia meant, or if a pill could help, or cause it.
Do you remember the recent past “ice bucket challenge” which
went viral? With people videotaping a bucket of ice, and ice water,
being poured over their heads? It was to show one is capable of
withstanding a sudden brief burst of instant pain, machismo forever
recorded, for a good cause.
One group of young teenage girls took the challenge on a late
summer day, afterwards all changing into warm dry clothes. Except
one, who the girls egged on to see how long she could go without
changing. Shivering painfully for hours, and still encouraged to
withstand, the girl climbed onto a lawn chair, curled up and died. The
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other girls standing around thought she was sleeping, she looked
peaceful. She was dead.
People have no idea how dangerous hypothermia is, the word seems
to confuse people.
I am often asked, are these cold cells designed to only torture you,
or to kill you? I answered being tortured with attempted murder,
leaves only a matter of succeeding. It is only torture for those who
survive. As a nation, we brutally tortured to death our own citizens by
freezing them to death.
Same as Rome did to a naked Jesus Christ hoisted up in the blowing
cold wind in Jerusalem, on April 3rd, 33 AD. Readers can check the
average mean temperatures for themselves.
Violent Shivering for Hours
I prayed to God to get me the hell out of this concrete tomb, before
I succumbed to the elements. But I heard nothing back, and no one
ever came for a rescue. In a fit of panic, I scratched my fingernails
bloody on concrete walls, in attempts to get out and stay alive.
Sit ups and jumping jacks, created some heat to combat the everpainful violent shivering. But this left me perspiring. Which when
unable to keep up, made me wet and cold. I sat on the bench in the
fetal position, and put my head and arms inside my shirt. My warm
breath hitting cold air, made me even wetter and colder. I was only
hastening my demise.
I was exhausted, cold, and wet, and out of options to remain alive.
So, I resigned my fate, sat on the bench, curled up into the fetal
position, and waited to die. I wished I could have been able to say
goodbye to my children, and tell them how much I loved them.
I sat on the cold bench, looking up at the steel grate, with blasting
cold wind, and little pieces of toilet paper wads would break off and fly
towards me. Previous inmates had made what I later learned inmates
called snowballs. Inmates would roll a handful of toilet paper into a
wad, and soak it in water, forming a mass of clay like goo. Then
heaved the snowballs at the steel grate, squishing the wad into the
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grate, cutting off just a little bit of cold air. With enough snowballs,
they could close off the cold air, and remain alive.
I had earlier asked the guards for toilet paper, and was denied,
perhaps for the snowball reason. I had to use my hand, then wash off
in the toilet, as the sink was disabled to prevent snowballs. I got a
drink out of the toilet, I was thirsty.
Staring at the steel grate, with bitter cold blasting air, and flakes of
toilet paper flying at me, I promised God, if he got me out of there
alive, I would stop at nothing to end the use of this cold cell torture,
and possible homicide. Little did I know, that was precisely why God
had me locked inside of one, and on full blast.
The amount of physical pain from sixty seconds of violent shivering
leaves one breathless, but five minutes sends shockwaves of pain.
After one hour of the intense pain, my head fell back against the wall,
my limbs unable to move, I felt I could last no longer. I saw in the
door window, a short black female guard watching me, her head just
peering above the window.
One hour turned into two, then three.
After about four hours I was unable to shiver to generate heat. This
was hypothermic shock.
An older black male guard come into the cold cell. All I could see
was this fuzzy figure before me, saying, if you want to get out of jail, all
you must do is comply. The word comply echoed in my head. I told
him to tell the nurse I had entered hypothermic shock, and if he did
not get me out of there, I was going to die soon. The guard said, he
would do no such thing, not until I complied. I was fading out, and I
said that was his decision to make. He left. Followed by echoes of a
heavy steel door slamming shut, then lock tumblers turning, all
reverberating in my head.
Once unable to shiver to keep body heat, body temperature
reduction increased rapidly. I felt the pain of body-heat leaving my
body, one painful degree at a time. Each minute more painful than the
last. Hour after hour. As heat left my body, I sank deeper into cold
death, and eventually lost all ability to move limbs, but they still
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radiated the massive pain, and I faded into a barely conscious state. I
was frozen in the fetal position unable to move. With no way to stop
the pain.
My mind was losing memories. I was going downhill rapidly. I lost
the ability to think. My last thoughts were of my two children. When
they disappeared from my mind, something far more drastic, and
painful occurred.
I want to pause for a moment to give the reader a chance to
prepare, for what I am about to describe happening to me. It is heavy.
Paradoxical Undressing and Terminal Burrowing
There is a late stage of a hypothermic death, a phenomenon doctors
call “Paradoxical Undressing” and “Terminal Burrowing,” for a lack of
better understanding what they entail. Named so because hypothermic
victims in the wilderness, are often found dead, naked, and inside a
burrowed tunnel in a snow bank. With their clothes scattered half mile
back, along the trail.
Doctors theorize victims, even when cold, feel hot, and remove
their clothes. But this did not explain removing socks and
undergarments, which was usually not done when overheated to cool
off.
No victims had ever survived these phenomena to adequately
explain them. From what I have been able to garner, I am the only
victim who has done so. And I now share with you.
I am not a doctor, but here is my description of them, from the
victims point of view.
At the base of the brain, is a thing called the hypothalamus, which
functions to maintain the body’s temperature, as close to normal as
possible. If the body becomes hot, it makes one perspire, if cold,
makes one shiver to generate heat. During hypothermia, as body
temperature is forced down, the hypothalamus and rest of brain,
determine possible death soon, and begin safely shutting down the
brain, in case it can survive later. The body, before saving the brain,
tries one last effort, to keep the human alive. Making them feel like
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they were burning alive on fire, so rapid body movements in effort to
put out the flames, generated perhaps enough heat, to survive longer.
The brain sends signals to every nerve in the body, of sensations of
maximum “heat” and maximum “cold” at the same time. When this
happens, a victim feels one predominantly over the other, while going
from hot, then to cold, and back, in cycles.
It starts off with a hallucination, which may not be the closest word,
due to the intense pain. But is the only word in my vocabulary to
closely describe. Curled up in the fetal position, being so cold, I
describe what I felt, and saw, and not what was happened to my body.
Once it started, I do not know my body positions.
I looked at my right forearm, and suddenly it caught on fire, with
flames. My skin started to boil and blister in intense pain, the flames
and pain shocked me, as the worst pain I had ever felt. I instinctively
used my left hand, to put out the fire on my right arm. But that caused
my left hand to catch on fire, which hurt as the skin blistered, boiled,
and bubbled.
Then the flames moved up my right arm, to my shoulder, and then
my head caught on fire. I heard, and smelled, all my hair burn off, and
the skin burning, boiling, and blistering. My face was on fire, and I
could not breathe, I was suffocating. My whole body was on fire, and
blobs of burning boiling flesh, would fall off my body, onto the floor
below.
I could feel the pain, from the burning flesh pile, on the floor. I
would scrape off the burning flesh from my arms, and body, to expose
charred bone, because that would lessen the pain. It was a race how
fast, I could scrape off the burning flesh, to lessen the pain. Leaving
my exposed charred skeleton, to collapse into the pile of burning flesh
below.
Then the hell would instantly switch to a cold phase, where I was
caked in a block of ice, and could not move, or breathe, gasping for air,
it was so cold. Then another cycle of catching on fire, and burning to
death, only to end with another cold cycle. The cycle of burning to
cold, would increase to where the burn cycles lasted longer, and longer,
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building to a crescendo of a very long burn cycle. After the long burn
cycle, it switched to a cold cycle. Then all the pain came to a complete
instant stop.
The reason victims remove their undergarments and socks, was to
access the burning flesh, to scrape off, to lessen the pain, from every
inch of the of their burning body. Terminal burrowing is digging a
tunnel, so the walls scrape off the burning flesh, faster than hands
could. To lessen the pain faster.
If you remember the movie Titanic, when 1,500 souls were dumped
into almost freezing water? The scene showed wild splashing, and
flailing of arms, and feet in air, violently for ten minutes, until the
burning alive with flames, in ice cold water, came to end. For all of
them. Which was based on eye witness accounts from that night. The
movie star surviving was added by Hollywood, because no one could
have survived.
I spent about an hour in these two cycles, about thirty burn and
freeze cycles. I had eight hours of painful shivering with massive
physical pain, before an hour of burning alive, repeatedly. It was very
much what burning in hell, must feel like.
I cannot imagine hell being any worse, as far as non-stop pain and
torment. It was unspeakable pain.
Hypothermic Coma
My body slipped into the last stage of hypothermia, called
hypothermic coma. What used to be a mystery as to how a person
could recover from this condition, was concluded recently. As a
victim’s body temperature reduced, the brain’s need for oxygen
reduced. The heart beats, and lungs breathe, to supply oxygen to the
brain. The cold cuts down on the amount of oxygen the brain requires.
To the point of respirations and cardiac functions ceasing. The brain is
saved by the cold, all memories intact, to allow chance of full recovery
later. To anyone else, a victim appears dead and already cold. But the
victim is not dead, as the brain is intact, but as close to death, as a
person can come, and still survive.
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Upon rewarming, with need for more oxygen, respirations and
cardiac functions resume, many times with a full recovery. In the
wilderness, only 1 in 1,000 victims reanimate and survive, the rest are
declared dead when rewarmed, with no reanimation. Paramedics,
rescue personnel, and doctors will recite the common phrase “you are
not dead, until warm and dead.” The reader may ask them themselves,
to confirm.
What remains a medical mystery, is why and how, only 1 out of
1,000 survive, and 999 others do not. In a medical setting, the survival
rate is much higher. Doctors in Switzerland claimed to have
reanimated 14 straight hypothermic coma patients, using heart-lung
machines with slow controlled rewarming.
Obviously, I did not die, and was one of the fortunate 1 in 1,000’s
to have reanimated and survived, almost fully. I do not claim I died.
Dead is a final word. Temporarily dead is an oxymoron. But I do
claim I was in a medical condition, which was as close to death, as a
human can come, and still survive.
Also, one does not have to be dead to have a near-death experience.
As I was later to learn, hypothermic coma was the most common
condition in which people experienced NDE’s.
The Pain Instantly Stopped – My Near-Death Experience
When the burning flames, and icy cold, of unspeakable pain, and
torment stopped, which happened instantly, I opened my eyes, and said
ahhh, I feel great, not cold, but nice and warm. I felt more alive than
ever felt before, like I had finally reached, what being alive was all
about. Before me was a white haze, like fog in the morning.
I thought to myself, am I dead…is this what being dead is like?
And where am I, where am I going? I waved my arms before me, but
saw nothing. I felt them though, and they felt tingly, and electric. I
could feel my whole body, with arms and legs, but no genitals. I was
no longer an animal. I was transparent. I could see, I could feel, I
could hear, I could small, and I could remember everything in my
entire life. Any event, anytime in my life, was within memory. I felt
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more alive, and happier, than I had even been before. I had been born
again into something greater, than anything on earth. The white fog
faded to inky darkness.
In this darkness, off to my right, in the direction I was being moved,
I could hear someone singing. The sounds grew louder, as I came
closer, until I could discern a choir singing. Then I could hear voices.
It was not voices singing, their voices were musical instruments never
heard on earth. The sounds were so powerful, and brilliant, much
more than anything on earth.
The voices were so powerful and thundering, like a choir of millions
of these instruments singing. But the sounds of the instruments
formed the words, and not spoken voices plus played instruments.
Sort of like strumming a guitar string, hearing words formed back with
the resonance.
The inky darkness was not frightening, and smelled like a great pine
forest, but saw nothing. There were no stars, no moon, just inky
darkness, as if in a large void.
To my right, came into view, the back corner of a dark gray wall.
Which appeared to be made of some sort of metal alloy, but looked
more alien than anything. The wall seemed 200 feet tall, and was the
back corner of a walled compound, or city.
Over the top of the wall, were many clouds of white light, and was
the only source of illumination. My movement stopped close to base
of the wall, under the back corner.
The white light clouds at the top, began to form and move over the
top of the wall, in my direction. Then the light clouds veered down in
my direction, and a large wave of white light came at me at high speed.
The clouds of white light accelerated towards me. As the light came
closer, the sounds grew louder, and the ground began to shake. It
sounded like a freight train coming straight at me.
As the light got closer, I braced for impact. I reached out for
something to grab, but caught nothing but air. Then wham, the light
hit me, and blasted right through me. It was a huge rush of euphoria,
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loud music, and brilliant white light. As it raced through me, it
delivered an increasing rush of euphoria.
It was 100 times more powerful than drugs found on earth, and it
did not stop. The euphoria increased in sheer pleasure. I was so high,
I became weak in the knees, and lost balance, and fell backwards, being
pushed by the light. I fell into a transparent chair.
Someone placed a transparent chair behind me, knowing I would
not withstand that level of euphoria for long. My arms, legs, and body
were outspread, pinned down, and gyrating in ecstasy, as the white light
music euphoria blasted through me.
I was pinned in that chair listening to millions of instruments, or
angels, singing songs. Some songs I had never heard, in languages I
have never heard. I was no longer tone deaf, for the first time in my
life, I could hear, and be enriched by the power of music.
It was sheer unadulterated paradise.
On the other side of the wall, I heard a huge gathering of sounded
like millions of people. I heard the roar of crowds of people, but I
could not communicate with them, I was unable to move from my
tonic condition, and position, in the chair.
If you think of a huge amphitheater, tens of miles across, and filled
with millions of angels, and millions of human spirits, having a party
which does not end, all getting blasted with white light music euphoria;
that would be a good description of what is going on in heaven, around
the throne of God, Jesus sitting to his right, with 24 elders, 12 on each
side. All getting blasted praising God in songs.
After about five minutes of this paradise, it ended abruptly.
Someone yanked me out of the chair, and it was over instantly. The
white fog appeared, then the intense cold pain set back in. Twenty-five
earth hours had elapsed, and I slowly regained consciousness, only to
find out I was paralyzed below the waist, and very cold. Someone had
shot me with a metal object, two doctors were convinced was a bullet.
I did not hear the voice of God, did not meet Jesus, or a spiritual
guide, saw no angel, spoke with no spirits, did not have a review of my
life, no reunion with dead relatives, I had none of common NDE
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events. From what I can gather, no one has ever had an NDE like
mine.
Five Minutes of Paradise
Although brief, my NDE, which has taken me nine years to figure
out the significance, shows two things. One, since I had so much
physical pain from torture, then paradoxical flames, Jesus thought I
might like a break, and I got the juice instead. To look forward to
more light, forever. To see me through dark times on earth. Which
had only just started.
Jesus knows our sufferings on earth, and repays us in heaven a
hundred-fold. I went from the worst pain from hell, to the best feeling
in heaven.
Secondly, it reveals the top reward in heaven. Which is a heavenly
drug more powerful than any drug on earth, but causes no harm,
coming from God. You get the light for free at the nonstop party,
around the throne of God, with hundreds of millions of other people,
and heavenly hosts. And you get to the throne for free, by believing in
God. Nothing else. It is all free. Just as that Christian camp counselor
promised me at age 7, making him correct. Only believing worked.
After all my years of praying since age 7, hearing nothing in return,
may be a result if God answered back, it would have to include the
light, which moment felt, would want forever, but God wants us on
earth, doing stuff for him. So, we hear nothing. Perhaps dead
relatives, going back centuries, clamor God to kill a loved one, just to
join the party missing them. While God may say not yet, have more
work to do, but when through, can join you.
Chapter XX – Revival from Hypothermic Coma
April 5, 2006 - Cold Cell 1613 – Sheriff Cannon Detention Center,
North Charleston, South Carolina
Sheriff Cannon produced the jail’s time log database, during
discovery of my first Federal lawsuit. Which proved I was locked in
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cold cell 1613 for three days, then removed. Two of days I was in
hypothermic coma, a total of 25 hours over two days and a night.
Sheriff Cannon testified I was given no food, water, toilet paper, or
disturbed for three days, then removed and rolled to the jail’s hospital
in a wheelchair, as recorded-on security cameras.
He left out a few steps. As I was revived by two unknown deputies
performing CPR, removed, lost, found, dragged out of camera’s view,
and beaten by the guards. Because I could not stand up. Only then
the guards figured out I was paralyzed below the waist, and finally
fetched a wheel chair, to be wheeled to the jail’s hospital, in view of
cameras.
I was paralyzed below the waist, because during the time I was in
hypothermic coma, having my NDE, someone put a gun to the lower
right quadrant of my stomach, and pulled the trigger. Shooting me
with a metal object, two doctors were convinced was a bullet.
The scar on the lower right-quadrant of my stomach, shows where
the bullet blasted in, and where the hot muzzle gasses ripped a tear
about an inch long away from the blast hole. Also, clearly visible are
three overhand suture marks, two covering the blast hole, the third on
the tear.
Who shot me and who sewed me up, can be deduced by deductive
reasoning and logic steps, where certain unknowns can become
knowns, with high probability:
-The person who sewed the sutures had medical training, and was
authorized to do so inside the jail.
-The only medical people authorized to do so inside the jail, means
someone from the medical provider sewed the bullet hole closed.
-This means the medical person knew they were sewing a gun blast tear
hole closed.
-This medical person was told something, or observed, who shot me.
-This medical person did not line up severed flesh and suture to heal,
rather only three temporary holding overhand sutures.
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- The shooter knew the ballistics of their gun and bullet, would prove
their gun shot me, so some believable by all story had to be fabricated,
as to why necessary to shoot me dead. But most especially for the
shooter, who had to agree to such resulting scrutiny, and possible
career damage.
-The shooter would need assurances I was dead from hypothermia
before shooting, or no need to shoot at all, and deal with such scrutiny
and job risk.
-The only person in jail able to declare me dead, was the only doctor.
-The only gun in the county which would not be questioned, nor
tarnish their career, or even agree to such risk, was Sheriff James Alton
Cannon, Jr. himself. Who would be called the very moment an inmate
death had possibly occurred. Meeting the doctor, with both standing
over my body.
-After being shot in a location and manner which would be lethal, and
support their fabricated story, the doctor sewed three temporary
sutures over the wound, for the medical examiner to later clip and fully
examine the whole gun blast wound, at autopsy.
Therefore, concluding the scar with sutures on my stomach, proves
my claim I was in hypothermic coma, after being brutally tortured
there, declared dead by a MD, shot, then sewn up for the morgue.
With fictional story rehearsed by all.
Given the 2015 surprise video of Charleston Officer Michael Slager,
shooting Walter Scott in the back until dead, dropped his Taser, then
made up a fabricated story Scott was attacking him, passing it off to
SLED’s stamp of approval, reveals a pattern in Charleston, of making
up fake stories as to why innocent people were murdered.
Tragedy Turned to More Tragedy
After suffering torture until declared dead by a doctor, then shot,
and sewed up for the morgue, when I did recover from coma, no one
told me I was shot, no one rushed me to the hospital. I did not know I
was shot until six years later when the bullet was discovered on an x77

ray. The medical staff did not tell, or help me, despite having serious
internal injuries from the gunshot. Which I attributed to hypothermia,
not knowing I had been shot.
Revival from Coma
The English language does not have a vocabulary word for
hypothermic coma. Dead or death does not fit, as those are final.
Temporarily dead is an oxymoron. Some doctors use “suspended
animation” which sounds too science fiction to me. Whatever word
or concept you prefer, life was returned to my shot-up body.
At 2:55 am, on the third day in the cold cell, two unknown sheriff
deputies entered the cell, seeing me appearing lifeless, with no pulse or
respirations, began to perform CPR.
At the end of my NDE, when the sheer ecstasy ended abruptly, the
same white fog appeared again, and I was traveling backwards from
whence I came. Way off in the distance, I heard a voice, which grew a
bit louder, and louder, to an almost yell, asking “Who are you, what is
your name?”
When I could comprehend the question, I answered “I do not
know.” One said, I will find out who you are, and when returned, said
your name is David Bardes. I did not recognize the name.
Then the other deputy said, “Oh s**t, we have to get him out of
here, now.” And they did.
The good guys did show up for a rescue after all, a little bit late, but
was thankful anyway. My faith in God was not strong enough, I
suppose.
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The Dead-Broke’s
The two-deputy’s half carried me out of the cold cell, down a long
hallway, through double paddy locked cellblock gates, into a cell block
full of snoring dead-broke dad inmates sleeping everywhere all over the
floor. The deputies found the only open spot on the floor, back
behind the showers. They laid a thin plastic mat on the floor, then laid
me down onto the mat, covered me with a blanket, and left never to be
seen again. All efforts to identify, left me with naught.
At about 4:30 am, a loud siren wailed, waking the entire mass of
inmates. In my delirium, I saw ashen gray figures of bodies rising from
the floor, as if ghosts rising from graves. While a loud speaker
announced what bus they were to board, required to sleep fully dressed
for work. To get on the bus, the minute they rose. For another 14hour long day of unloading trucks, at grocery stores around town. For
17 cents an hour, and no money going to single mothers, or children.
Only to the sheriff, and then to others, in their illegal peonage scheme.
My head lowered to the mat, lights out.
The next thing I remember, several guards were standing over me,
yelling at me in furious anger.
Why they were angry was not clear, until I obtained the jail log time
database from the sheriff during discovery, and later other facts. From
4:30am, when the sirens wailed to send the slaves to the fields, until
9:54 am, when the guards finally found me, being very upset with me,
was due to the jail losing me, they had no idea where I was. The
deputies who saved me, placed me back behind the showers, and after
the dead-broke slaves were wrestled out, the place was empty. No one
could see me back behind the showers, nor apparently did they even
look.
The morning 6:00 am guard shift change, had a headcount short
one inmate, meaning an inmate had escaped. From 6:00 am until 9:54
am, a frantic search was underway. Most especially from those who
tortured, shot, and sewed me up. As they were perhaps planning to
report finding an inmate dead in the booking area holding cell.
Checking the jail’s time log database, showed I was moved from cold
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cell 1613, to the dead-broke dad cell block at 2:55 am. From there the
video showed I never left, was not seen on any camera, so to them, I
had vanished.
These fools thought I was dead, shot me, sewn up for the morgue,
revived, seen alive on cameras, then disappeared like a ghost.
I call it God’s sense of humor, fooling dumb demons. But at the
time, those dumb demons were very angry demons upon finding me,
thinking I was hiding the whole time, causing jail wide panic for hours.
I was still in hell. With much more hell to come.
My Good Morning Beating
When the furious guards standing over me, yelling to stand up, were
made more upset when I told them I could not move my legs. This
enraged them, and two grabbed the front of the sleeping mat, and
dragged me along, down a hallway of cells with iron bars, and inmates
banging on the bars, cheering me on, to resist the scum.
I was dragged to an unknown area out of view of camera’s, and
kicked with steel toed boots, five or six guard’s beating me until I stood
up. I was pleading, I was unable to stand or move my legs. One guard
kicked me in the center of my stomach, and I lost my breath. Another
kicked me in the face. One large guard reached down under my arms,
and hoisted me full up into the air, with my legs dangling useless under
me. The guards figured out something was wrong, and called for a
wheelchair.
A female guard yelled “I’lla Taser yo ass, if you don’t getz in dat
chair.” I was lifted into the wheelchair, and strapped in. With my body
weakened, my head fell to one side, and I remember the ride up the
elevator, to the jail’s hospital, from a sideways viewpoint.
Once in the jail’s hospital there was a commotion, with yelling as
what to do with me. I assumed they would send me the hospital in an
ambulance, being still hypothermic, with greatest mortality risk coming
during rewarming, as the heart gives out. Hypothermia victims rushed
to the hospital face a 50% mortality risk.
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I did not know I was shot, but the medical staff sure did. They
came and asked me to sign a form, but refused giving me my glasses,
so I could not read before signing, which was what they wanted. My
left hand was not working, so I could not hold a pen, to sign anything.
The form was a self-release waiver from jail, from having no further
dollar claims, once I signed it, against their medical provider’s contract.
Which was won, by guaranteeing a 30% reduction in medical expenses,
and no more than a few ambulance rides to outrageous expenses. If
signed, they would rush me to the hospital, with no responsibility from
being shot. Because someone on their staff, likely the doctor, knew I
had been shot, as their suture scars attest.
I thought they were trying to waive any responsibility, so they could
watch me die before them, which is what they decided to do, when I
would not, and could not, sign their waiver. Which caused a panic with
all the medical staff. Who decided as a last stopgap measure, to all sign
a witness form, stating I refused their medical care, when they offered,
and I refused.
Five nurses, and a guard who needed cover, with the doctor
refusing to even come near, all signed a “Refusal to Treat” form. The
head nurse, Dawn R. Frazier, having signed twice. Claiming I refused
to answer questions on a medical questionnaire, which I had filled out
three days prior, therefore care was being refused. Because I denied
their care.
It was an excuse to cover for my pending death. As a dead inmate
tells no tales. When they found in my records, from the medical
questionnaire I had filled out three days prior, I took a general
antidepressant, they came up with the bad idea of locking me in the
suicide watch cell. Claiming I was suicidal, to keep me away from the
phone, or paper and pencil. They locked me inside, and left me to die.
Putting me on a 15-minute suicide watch schedule, of peering in the
small door window, to see when I was no longer moving.
An inmate on the floor next to me said “Dude you don’t look too
good, what happened to you?”
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I asked the inmate what day it was. He said Wednesday. I said
what happened to Tuesday? Then I realized I had been in hypothermic
coma for two days, a day was missing from my memory. I had a good
working knowledge of hypothermia, having had extensive outdoor
mountain and glacier climbing, and snow cave camping experience, so I
knew I had just beaten 1 in 1,000 odds, of surviving hypothermic
coma, with no medical help.
On the floor, my body was warming up quickly, and I could see my
chest heave with each heartbeat. I thought, if I could make it back to
normal temperature still alive, I would be out of the woods. So too,
did the medical staff, who each 15-minutes peered into the tiny
window, to see if I was still alive. Those frequent dark eyes in the tiny
window, appeared to be the eyes of a demon.
I found out where Satan lived, I was trapped in his house, with no
way out alive. Again.
On the cold floor, on a thin mat, naked save padded vest, I took an
inventory of my body parts. My left leg came back readily to use, my
right leg had problems, all Charlie-horsed in pain, and not responding.
My left-hand fingers were not working, my right forearm Charliehorsed in pain, leaving my right hand numb, and almost useless.
Everything was out of focus, because they took my glasses, and denied
them when asked.
I had a small gash over my left eye, and a tear on the right side my
stomach, from being kicked with boots, bled a little, then stopped. I
could feel my body warming, and was facing the next set of odds. Half
of hypothermia victims die during warming up, as the heart quits. If I
made it through the first night, I might make it, so I wagered with my
life, after all others had before.
Not able to sleep all night, with such heavy heartbeats, and nerve
shock impulses caused all limb parts to jump with sharp nerve shocks.
One such nerve shock in the center of my back, caused my whole
upper body to jump up off the mat. The inmate next to me said, hey
man, your whole body just lifted up off the mat.
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A cold dark night uncertain of which world I would find fate, drew
to a darkness finally parted by a ray of light, delivered by narrow
window. Drawn to the light, I realized I had made it through the valley
of the shadow of death, and I feared no evil. The light I had just
experienced, comforted me.
A Long Week Ends
Other inmates locked in the suicide watch cell, could use the phone
twice a day, except me. Nor, would they let me shower, as I might
have discovered the scab on my stomach, was really a bullet blast hole
sutured closed.
One day, while taking my vital signs, my hand accidentally touched
the nurses forearm. She had a scowl look on her face, and reached for
a packet of an alcohol wipe. And vigorously rubbed her forearm,
where I had touched, to remove my germs and filth. I was the scum of
the earth, as she just conveyed, so well.
The last day the nurses took my vital signs, I asked, why bother
taking my vital signs, was I to believe they were interested in my
wellbeing? They stopped taking them. Writing down I refused. On
their standard refusal forms.
An inmate laying on the cold floor next to me, Bob Smalls, not sure
of spelling on last name, was suicidal. Bob was a veteran, who had
been churned through the Veterans Administration morass, with no
care, making him feel worse, abandoned, because no one cared. He
was suffering from PTSD, living a miserable life. I told him there was
a better life, after death, than ever before, so put up with this life. I
said, our suffering something bad, was building up an equal amount of
good, for God to do some good, thanks to us suffering the bad, in this
otherwise 50/50 domain of half Satan. I told him, I heard Arizona
Senator John McCain, was going to run for President, and had a staff,
who listened to veterans from other states. Send them a letter. After
feeling better, and convincing the shrink he was no longer suicidal, ten
times in a row, the last shouting, Bob stood up, and gave me a bear
hug, saying, thanks man, you are a life saver.
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After a week, I could ambulate (walk) on my own, not needing walls
for support, but I had a heavy limp to the right. It was clear to the
medical staff, I survived through the high-risk period, and was still
alive, and not dead. They had to release me sometime. The nurse
entered in the medical records, I could ambulate again, therefore could
be released from suicide watch. The nurse’s notation of being able to
ambulate, later produced evidence I was unable to ambulate for some
reason, after walking into the jail just fine days before.
The moment I was free, and able to use the nearest phone, I
immediately called my jail support team, to fill them in on what
transpired. As none of them, or my family, had heard any word from
me, for twelve days. No public mugshot issued. I had a stack of letters
desperate for response. It would have been forever, if not for direct
intervention of God, in multiple instances.
Looking back from today, there is a perfectly rational medical
explanation, for how I survived each brush with death, with no medical
care. But viewing from a distance, it becomes clear, with the narrow
window of survivability on each risk event, I was a recipient of a series
of miracles of God.
With a few more needing to come, before God could get me out of
jail alive, and intact. To start my mission stopping cold cell
torture/homicide. Which clearly was my mission, and the only reason,
I was still alive. It was apparent to me, all in heaven, were on my side.
Chapter XX – Medical Cell Block 3G – The Hotel in Hell
4/13/2006 - Pod 3G, Sheriff Cannon Detention Center, North
Charleston, South Carolina
During my dicey week on death watch, I met the jail’s shrink, Dr.
Higgins, MD, who proved somewhat useful, as he knew my local
psychiatrist, and with his assistant, Amy Klein, advocated for me
somewhat, which may have warded off, other ill intentions.
I was certain much later they knew of my gunshot, which they failed
to tell me, when they assigned me to a cell block. They prescribed the
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same medicine my doctor had, a general anti-depressant. I thought it a
bit disingenuous to feign concern for my mental health, when I was
tortured and shot, which they knew, then left on the floor to die before
their very eyes, only helping me, when I did not.
Instead of a regular low offense no threat cell block, they assigned
me to the Medical Observation Cell Block, Pod 3G, just below.
Nicknamed “The Hotel” being only one level, with lower density of
packed in inmates. What I initially thought was a kind gesture, was
driven more by the medical doctor wanting to keep an eye on me, to
monitor possible fallout from internal injuries from the gunshot, no
one told me about. Overhead cameras were monitored from above.
Table of Killers
The problem was the medical block was not segregated, so I spent
three months locked in a cell block with killers. But this gave me the
opportunity, to take control of the cellblock.
I sat down at the table of killers, assuming they would be the types
to protect me. Sitting at their table, pushing my tray away, saying I
cannot eat this slop, do any of you guys want it? Each killer got a
portion, giving more to the killer wanting to be my friend the most.
They all wanted to be my friend, three times a day. If an inmate were
to attack me, the killers sensing food being taken away, acted on
instinct to protect me. I only ate the piece of hard stale bread, and
warm water from a dripping faucet.
On April 13, 2006, when first able to secure a stubby pencil, and
paper, I wrote four pages of handwritten notes. Detailing what had
occurred, since entering jail. Including names, and times. During
discovery of my first Federal lawsuit, the sheriff produced jail computer
database logs, and they matched my notes, locations, and times.
My first cellmate was a deaf-mute inmate named Robert. He tried
to teach me sign language, but I had difficulty with memory, and motor
skills, but sign writing on palm of hand was easy, and brought back the
alphabet, which I had temporarily lost memory of, because of the
torture.
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Robert’s crime was breaking into a house when no one was home,
because he was hungry and wanted to stay alive. He cooked a several
course meal, and sat down at the livingroom table, lit a candle, and
began feasting. The homeowners came home as Robert began eating,
and the man, enraged at a stranger eating at the head of his table, on his
fine china, took the plate away from Robert. Yelling at him. Robert,
not hearing the yelling, only seeing a scary angry face, flipped out and
beat the man nearly to death. As Robert was sign writing this story to
me, I thought, if I come home finding a stranger, eating at my table, I
am going to back out of the house saying nothing, and let them enjoy
their meal, while calling the police.
Robert was furious at me, for eating at the table of killers. He kept
sign writing all the people they killed. One, killed a woman and her
two children in cold blood. The killers offered to kill Robert, if I gave
them the word.
God brought me back from the almost dead, then left for dead
again, but did not, twice, only to wind up locked in a cell block,
needing to become best friends to psychotic killers, to keep myself
from being killed. I understand life is a battle to the death for all of us,
but one usually has a pause in the storm, between gales. My storms
kept coming ashore, with increasing velocity.
My next storm, was not being able to defecate, since I was tortured.
For 23 days, I was unable to have a bowel movement. The gun blast
and bullet took out nerve muscle control and left internal bleeding. I
had to remove stool with my fingers to relieve pressure. Until the stool
turned hard like concrete. I had a fecal impaction, which was fatal if
the impaction was not dislodged quickly.
The backed-up pressure grew to the point I lost all sensation in my
legs, and was unable to move them. The guards took me to the jail’s
hospital in a wheelchair once again. The medical doctor, Dr. Ralph B.
Piening, MD, refused to see me, instead told me to return in two days.
The doctor knew I had internal injuries from the bullet, and a possible
fecal impaction, so he added two more days, to give death another
chance. Before he would be forced to take the fall, by treating
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conditions, which would lead to the bullet being discovered, with his
sutures. Malpractice concerns diminished under fear of prison
sentence. I was sent back to my cell to die.
The next day, laying on my bunk, wondering if I could die from a
fecal impaction, suddenly, my lower body began moving involuntarily
(by itself), my back ached upwards, and my lower body muscles
contracted and twisted and turned, as if a woman giving birth, to build
up pressure, to expel the contents of my bowels by force. I quickly
slipped off the bunk, and barely made it to the toilet, before one huge
twist and push, and the entire contents of my bowels, blasted into the
toilet. Feet long.
I had instant relief, and could use my legs once again. The next day
the doctor saw me. And was very relieved I had the huge bowel
movement. And, upon rectal exam, noted in my medical records, I had
dried blood in my colon. Indicating internal bleeding, from being shot
with the metal object. The doctor said I was fine, prescribed two
laxatives, hoping I never found out why, and sent me back to my cell,
maybe to die another day.
--I stop here with the copied condensed text from Unspeakable
Pain, and pick up from here.
I spent 72 days in jail, before getting out. Then a decade of medical
problems. Like the nerve damage from the bullet down my right leg,
resulting in partial paralysis. Which caused my left leg, which worked
fine, to bear too much burden compensating for the weak right. Such
the top of my left leg bone fractured. I was broke poor with no way to
pay for health insurance, and not able if I could, due to preexisting
conditions denied coverage. For the four year period waiting for
ObamaCare to save my life, each step I took, just broke the top of my
leg bone into more and smaller pieces of bone. My surgeon noted I
had massive damage to my femoral head.
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During the four years crippled in bed, I lost so much muscle mass I
suffered some permanent atrophy. I never took opioid pain medicine,
being no way to take any opioid for extended periods without them
ending your life. I learned to love the pain, wished the pain was worse,
as once Satan knows you enjoy something, he will take it away.
I did not discover the bullet in my right hip for six years, when I was
rear-ended by a SUV going only about 25 miles per hour. I was
stopped at a legal crosswalk in the center of a college campus. The
student driver was looking for a mate, and not watching the road. I
suffered no injury, except for a loud pop in my already broken left hip,
crunching another half-inch of broken bone. An x-ray of my hip
discovered the bullet. Our daughter Allie, Betsy, and I, were asked by
the two x-ray doctors, when was I shot? I looked at Betsy and Allie,
and we all said never, not that we were aware. One doctor pointed to
the large illuminated x-ray up on the light box, and said there is a bullet
in your right hip.
I also suffered from PTSD (caused by shock and trauma) for eight
years. PTSD eventually goes away almost entirely, but doctors can cure
it today. If you are fortunate to find a doctor who knows how, with a
patient eager to heal.
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Part 5 - Spiritual Guides Sometimes Jesus Christ
Almost all positive NDEs have a “spiritual guide,” who takes the
newly dead spirit on their journey into the afterlife. Jesus appears as
the spiritual guide in about 33% of the cases, while the remaining 66%
have possible spirit guides of:
1) Dead relatives (one or a group of two or more.)
2) Unknown relatives (a unknown son or daughter, an unknown
parent.)
3) Angels (one or more.)
4) A group of elders (usually unknown.)
5) Some have no spiritual guide.
What Does Jesus Look Like?
This is the most asked question of people who have seen Jesus in
NDEs. The answer is not easy because spirits in the spiritual realm do
not have physical bodies; they have electrical bodies. Which can be
customized for each viewer, even in a group, with each person seeing
something slightly different.
Of all the NDEs I have studied, no two have a similar description.
The only common denominator was the name Jesus. Mostly appearing
with long white robes, and golden sashes, radiating glowing bright
white euphoria light, so only his hands and head are exposed.
His presence is so powerfully felt, as the light hits you as joy, and he
oozes charisma. To a Caucasian Jesus appears with dark olive skin,
perhaps Eastern Mediterranean or North African. Black people
appearing Black. Hispanic appearing Hispanic. Asian appearing Asian.
With dark hair, mostly short, and with or without a very close trimmed
beard. Nothing blocks his full smile and eyes. He appears as if age 33.
Sometimes Jesus catches you as you die, cradles you in his arms into
the afterlife. Other times you “travel” to “someplace” and he appears
before you. Sometimes he does not say his name, and you do not ask.
The only detectable pattern is when young children die, they die into
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the hands of Jesus, never afraid thereafter, as too much joy in light,
never to dim again.
What Does Jesus Say?
His first words are the same as God’s; how much he loves you, is so
very proud of you, to never be afraid, and there is nothing you can do
wrong. Dr. Eben Alexander, the non-religious neurosurgeon who had
a NDE, boiled down the main message he received from Om (God):
1) You are loved and cherished, dearly, forever.
2) You have nothing to fear.
3) There is nothing you can do wrong.
Dr. Alexander repeats these same three lessons elsewhere in his
book, being the major lessons to pass on. Not knowing anything about
the bible, are they not the Gospel of Jesus Christ? Dr. Eben Alexander
has not stopped giving nationwide lectures, and wrote two books, using
Om, instead of God, and using no tainted religious terms, rather
medical and scientific terms. He is on fire saving souls of those who
would otherwise never enter any church, as too turned off by
Christians’ hating people they are only here to save.
Where Do The Spiritual Guides Take You?
The two most common occurrences in NDEs, are what many call
the “reunion” and the “life review.”
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Part 6 - Reunions
Many NDEs start with what everyone seems to refer as the
“reunion” with all your dead relatives, gathered by God to greet you
with great cheers, hugs, and laughter. Taken out of the Third Heaven,
and congregated in a temporary heaven for your reunion, becoming a
grand affair. You meet a large group of relatives going back many
centuries.
Other than the great joy of the reunions, there are three areas of
particular interest:
1) All your dead relatives and friends are there, even the once
non-believers. And none were sent to hell permanently.
2) You have unknown children and unknown relatives.
3) The concepts of post life redemption, and gospel completion
are revealed.
All Your Dead Relatives Are There, No One Is Missing
For people with large Christian families having them all in heaven
makes sense, but the conundrum comes into view when even the nonbelievers are present at these reunions. They are all there because not
one failed to answer the one question incorrectly. I have never
encountered one NDE story where someone at their reunion looked
around and asked “Hey where is Uncle Fred?” To which no one
replied “Uncle Fred must still be in hell” or “Fred went to hell.” The
truth is Uncle Fred made it to heaven too, and they were all there. No
one was missing.
You Have Unknown Children and Once Unknown Relatives
In many NDEs, your spiritual guide is an unknown child, or
unknown relative. At your reunion you will meet all of them. For
those men and women who had active sex lives on earth, there is a high
probability they will have unknown children in heaven. These children
are from pregnancies unknown to the mother, because the pregnancy
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was lost without any knowledge. Miscarried and aborted children are
also at the reunion, fully grown and stunningly beautiful and handsome.
The largest reward in heaven is given to babies who die, as not having
any reward on earth, meant is was all in heaven.
Life begins not at conception, but well before. There is evidence
God creates a brand new soul-human spirit in heaven first, then
reviews their life with them beforehand, and then inserts the spirits into
the tiny body in its mother’s womb on earth. So, you could conclude
life begins when God creates the new soul-human spirit in heaven.
Many NDEers report a sense of returning to whence they came. What
comes from heaven returns to heaven, what comes from the earth
returns to the earth.
The Concept of Post Life Redemption and Gospel Completion
As Evangelical Christians we believe you must believe in Jesus
Christ as Lord and Savior, well before your body dies, or it is too late,
you go to hell. This is not found anywhere in the bible, and I have read
it three times. It is something we assumed, and assumed wrongly.
God does not give up on a person just because they died. Rather they
are educated and given another chance at redemption, again, and again,
until they answer the only question correctly. Even to the extent God
beats them up with temporary hells, until they say yes. Many are sent
to a temporary hell of torment, until they scream “God save me
please!” God hearing his name called, answered the only question on
belief by default, and presto the scene changed to being in heaven. If
God goes to this mighty of an effort to save each soul-human spirit,
why would we ever tell any human they are going to hell because God
hates them, for their bad sins on earth?
In all Christianity today, the most effective preachers and priests
saving souls, were once former atheists, sent to a NDE of torment in a
short lasting hell, only to return to earth, becoming pastors and
preachers saving souls for Jesus. God is resorting to using atheists to
spread the love of Christ, because Christians are spreading lies that
Jesus hates people, and will send them to hell. Or creating fabricated
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unnecessary dogma to block salvation for everyone. This is called
slamming the doors of heaven into people faces. This was what
angered Jesus to the point of resorting to violence. And due to these
Christian anti-Christs today, God has moved on.
Sheep From Another Sheep Pen
Each sub-division under all three faiths of the God of Abraham, suffer
the same group psychosis, being completely convinced only their
alignment of unnecessary thought patterns, is the right secret
combination to open the vaulted doors of heaven. While those
without their key, go to hell. When only “Do you believe in God?”
Answered “Yes.” Is the only requirement to go to heaven. Nothing
else matters concerning salvation and eternal life. Even Jesus told us
there are groups other than Christians going to heaven:
John 10:16
16I

have other sheep that are not of this sheep pen. I must bring
them also. They too will listen to my voice, and there shall be
one flock and one shepherd.
When Jesus said “I have other sheep that are not of this sheep pen,”
he is referring to non-Christians. When he says “They too will listen to
my voice,” means they are going to become Christians at a later time,
likely upon meeting Jesus in person, after God beats them up until
confessing belief in God. If gospel completion of “one flock and one
shepherd” is true, this becomes one of the greatest mysteries of God.
Reincarnation In NDEs
Reincarnation is a tricky subject for Christians. Those who believe
in reincarnation, thankfully believe the “spirit” is separate from the
“body.” This is a key step many are unable to make, so we do not want
to shut down these people telling them they are wrong.
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The bible, mainly words of Jesus and Paul, both said God creates a
new human spirit in heaven. Then inserts the spirit into the tiny body
in the womb, for birth of the body possessed with the spirit. The spirit
is released at the death of the body, which returns to heaven whence it
came. Then after earth passes away, God creates a new earth, and our
spirit is given a new body which last forever, never to die like bodies
did on earth. Earth being a 50%-bad to 50%-good half realm of Satan,
resulted in death being Satan’s 50%-bad requirement, to counter God’s
50%-good creating a new life. So, this is reincarnation, as we will
eventually reincarnate onto the new earth. But only once again. Not
repeatedly.
Buddhist’s reincarnation, where we endlessly come back to life on
earth, either as bugs, frogs, or human animals, until we get it right, is
proven wrong by NDE accounts of “reunions.” Where no one was
missing, not one was reincarnated back down to earth. There would
never be any “reunions” in that case. Also, the human population is
growing, so new spirits are being created somewhere, not enough to
recycle.
NDEs, however, often contain instances of reincarnation in other
animals, so perhaps God reuses chicken spirits, hog spirits, mosquito
spirits, and such. God is very efficient, so it makes sense. Otherwise,
at no time does a human spirit reincarnate back onto earth as another
baby to be slaughtered again. NDEs also clearly show angels and
demons, also spirits, can jump into, and out of our bodies, with us
having no clue. So, that is reincarnation. So, when I am asked, do I
believe in reincarnation, I answer more than they do.
Christian Marriage and Sex
I took a vow of celibacy in 2002, and will remain so for life. But
only after fathering two children, now adults. I needed to write this
before the following.
Christians technically cannot get married, and cannot have sex, with
anyone, ever.
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Christians cannot “defend” marriage, when we are to never marry
or have sex. According to Jesus, and Apostle Paul. Jesus commanded
us to be celibate if we cared about going to heaven. Jesus said this to
save us from the misery marriage. Apostle Paul commanded us to
never have sex, and stay single like he was. Paul explained marriage
was the gravest sin we could commit, because all sex mates did, was
pleasure their other sex mates, and seek ownership of money and
worldly possessions. And not focusing on God at all. But Paul
reversed himself and claimed marriage was not a huge sin, only a small
sin. But stipulated that only the weakest among us should ever get
married.
Sex between a man and a women is a very violent act, sometimes
with severe injury even death. Vaginal sex is just as dirty and
disgusting, as oral and anal. Sex is sex. There is no “holy” orgasm.
Christians must fall back on the outmoded Old Testament, which Jesus
replaced with the truth, in order to justify keeping a resident male or
female whore. Christians who hate homosexual sex, are just sex
addicts themselves, denying the drug to other drug addicts.
Sex was Satan’s 50%-bad requirement, to counter God’s 50%-good
creation of new human life. God creating something so wonderful,
automatically gave Satan his 50%-bad, by requiring something deadly,
or with painful harm. Doctors cannot find where in the brain sexual
orientation originates, nor has any gene been identified as the source.
Sex drive and orientation is 100% in your resident demon, and visiting
demons. Angels have nothing to do with sex, nor does God care about
sex, as he agreed to it with Satan. Sex was a requirement to get God’s
sacrificial lambs onto earth to be slaughtered, to win his game.
Many Christian sex-addicts, unable to think about anything else,
mount nationwide campaigns to exterminate those having unholy
orgasms. Unaware of Satan’s deceptions, these evil Christians
broadcast to the world Jesus hates people. Those who listen to the lies
are convinced Jesus hates people too. Undeterred, these evil Christians
pass “freedom of religion” laws, to never stop convincing others Jesus
hates people.
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One example is Reverend Billy Graham’s son, Franklin Graham.
Billy Graham, who preached Jesus loved everyone, hating none, was
tragically reversed by his son broadcasting hatred of a large swath of
souls on earth, he only exists to save. After Wells Fargo bank aired a
commercial featuring two lesbians, the message being love.
Franklin Graham launched a nationwide boycott on television,
recruiting all other Christians to punish the bank together. Throughly
convincing everyone Jesus Christ hates people, and is a school yard
bully. These Christians have rendered themselves as anti-Christs, by
obliterating the good name of Jesus Christ and destroying the
reputation of God.
The Catholic Church long ago faced with the dilemma of failing to
convince humans not to have sex with each other; bailed and caved in,
by mandating only couples intending to have children could ever get
married and have sex, else no wedding. Priest still cannot have sex or
marry, because they still have to care about God. Many Protestant
preachers still refuse to marry members.
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Part 7 - Life Reviews – What Sin Is Important, or
Unimportant?
Every human at some point after death will have what many call a
“life review.” It occurs either before they reach the point of decision,
or afterwards.
During your life review, your spiritual guide reviews your entire
lifetime, showing both what you did wrong, and what you did right. A
video picture of sorts is projected onto white light fog, creating a threedimensional vivid living image. Which replays each sin in your life,
requiring a loving rebuke what you did wrong, and how the person
suffered, but then the sin is softly forgiven. You feel remorse and
contrition, then love, forgiveness, and then the sin is forgotten. All of
them. You have no unforgiven sin. As far as God is concerned. But
you may have other humans spirits in heaven still sore at you, which is
worked out in final justice. Otherwise your sin does not survive your
review. But the good you did to others does. It becomes eternal as
“reward” in the Third Heaven.
The existence of the life reviews:
1) Shows us it is cosmically important what we do on earth.
2) Shows us what sin is important and not important to Jesus and
God.
3) Shows us all our sins are forgiven, except if we commit one
certain sin, which is actually a humorous joke.
The Only Unforgivable Sin
Jesus tells us in Matthew 12:
Matthew 12:31
31Wherefore

I say unto you, All manner of sin and blasphemy
shall be forgiven unto men: but the blasphemy against the Holy
Ghost shall not be forgiven unto men.
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(Authorized King James Version - AKJV)
The only sin not forgiven is blasphemy against the Holy Spirit.
Blasphemy is to “war against” or “negate; to kill.” The Holy Spirit is
the life force light energy which flows from God, creating and micromanaging everything in God’s many realms and universes. Including
keeping all of our spirits alive with the life force. It someone killed off
all of that, everything God owned and loved, would disappear,
including all of us. Nothing would exist apart from God. This is
impossible for any human to do, as only God can control the Holy
Spirit light force. This unforgivable sin is a humorous joke to
emphasize the extent that all of our sins on earth are forgiven.
Nothing done on earth could ever keep us out of heaven.
What Sin Is Important?
NDE “life reviews” reveal what sin is important, and not:
1) If someone sinned against you, and you forgave them, it does
not come up in their review, but you get credit for it in yours.
2) Unforgiven sin on earth does come up in both the sinners and
victims reviews, with more rebuke on the person who did not
forgive (especially for punishing the sin.)
The worst sins:
1) The hurt and sorrow you caused by punishing someone’s sin, is
the most focused upon issue in reviews.
2) The next is being unloving, mean, and hurting someone’s
feelings.
3) Hypocritical behaviors are blasted.
4) Something you did not do, but should have, at the time.
Inaction can be worse than action.
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Why Is Punishing Sin The Worst?
Punishing sin is what got Jesus killed, right?. Jesus was punished for
blasphemy against God. Each time we punish someone’s sins, we
execute Jesus all over again.
Why Is Being Unloving So Bad?
The greatest commandment according to Jesus, is to love God, and
love each other. This is more important than we thought. But we
were told so by Christ:
Matthew 22:34-40
34Hearing

that Jesus had silenced the Sadducees, the Pharisees
got together. 35One of them, an expert in the law, tested him
with this question: 36“Teacher, which is the greatest
commandment in the Law?”
37Jesus

replied: “‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart and
with all your soul and with all your mind.’ 38This is the first and
greatest commandment. 39And the second is like it: ‘Love your
neighbor as yourself.’ 40All the Law and the Prophets hang on
these two commandments.”
Luke 10:25-28
25On

one occasion an expert in the law stood up to test Jesus.
“Teacher,” he asked, “what must I do to inherit eternal life?”

26“What

is written in the Law?” he replied “How do you read it?”

27He

answered, “‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart and
with all your soul and with all your strength and with all your
mind, and, ‘Love your neighbor as yourself.’”

28“You

have answered correctly,” Jesus replied. “Do this and you
will live.”
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Being mean and unloving to another human is what is reviewed
most in life reviews. Because you chose to use your demon, and not
your angel.
Hypocritical Behaviors
This is a problem for Christians. Who does the greater sin, the
pagan who sins, or the Christian who sins? It was the Christian who
committed the greater sin, because they were expected not to sin, and
rightfully so. Who does the greater good, the pagan who does
something good, or the Christian who does something good? The
pagan, because they chose good, while the Christian was expected to
do good at all times. We Christians are held to a higher standard
without excuses.
What Sins Are Not Important?
There are some surprises here.
- Voluntary sex acts do not come up in reviews, even raunchy role
playing. Neither for the heterosexual or homosexual. God does not
care about sex, God wants souls saved. It is humans always thinking
about sex. Which is Satan’s deception always working.
- Risky sexual behaviors tend to have their own consequences.
Predatory sex acts and pedophilia are major problems. If someone was
hurt, the sin becomes clear.
- Anything which has its own self-correcting consequences was
deemed settled in heaven.
- Drinking alcohol in moderation was not called out. But driving
drunk, and drinking too much was a major problem, based on you or
others being hurt. Other lesser drugs in small amounts were not called
out, but in excess and addiction which caused harm they were a major
problem. God expects us to gain control moderating the use of
intoxicants. In excess Satan wins with death.
- Playing poker for small amounts of money was not called out,
while gambling large sums which caused another human to suffer was a
problem.
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- Dancing was not sin, if no human was hurt.
- If sin cannot be ceased, then “managing sin” in small amounts is
favorable over explosive repeated failed attempts to cease the sin
altogether.
- Owning money, objects, and things were a problem. But not due
to those things, but rather we did not sell them and give the money to
the poor.
- Sin which causes no harm to humans or animals, is often ignored
entirely.
- Business ethics fallout hurts quite a bit. There is a lot of that.
What made Jesus mad 2,000 years ago applies today, doing business in
Church and being religious business hypocrites.
- Breaking a civilian secular law was not a sin, it depended if a
human was hurt. Being punished by secular laws, was our punishment
for making them.
- The bum on the street you scoffed at refusing to give them a
dollar, was really an angel posing as a human to test you, to see if you
were going to be a jerk. Those events are reviewed for a long time in
detail.
The over-all-theme of sin was entirely conditioned upon another
human suffering injury, or sorrow and anguish. Only humans will
survive this earth, so only humans matter. As in how we treated each
other. If someone sinned against you, and you punished them for their
sin, you do worse than the sin.
Punishing Sin
Jesus taught using logic. Jesus said doing the opposite of what our
normal human reaction would be, produced the best outcome, while
the natural reaction produced the worst damage. Love your enemies,
and pray for those who prosecute you. Apostle Paul caught on by
adding, if someone does something bad to you, do something good to
them right back, as such heaps burning coals onto their heads.
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So, if punishing sin lessens the sin, why do we still have the sin?
Punishing sin produces the worst possible outcome. The very act of
making drugs illegal, just killed the most number of people, and grew
the drug use, instead of treating drug use as a medical issue, where
addicts can get help without fear of prison. Getting “tough” on crime,
just grew the criminal base causing more crime. The more stricter the
gun laws, the more people shot. Keeping inmates in prison longer,
makes them more dangerous when out. The harsher the conditions of
confinement, the more criminals must kill you before they would be
killed in jail. If we execute killers, we just make them the richest in
heaven for having been executed on earth, after sending them there to
begin eternal enjoyment.
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Part 8 - Reward In Heaven
Preachers today seem more focused on rewards on earth, then
rewards in heaven. It is much easier to build reward in heaven, then on
earth. The former lasts forever, the latter is all lost when you die on
earth. Where you go, your paper money does not. Not even your
human body makes it into the afterlife. Only your soul-human spirit,
and nothing else. Jesus, who escorts you to your condo in the Third
Heaven, gives you your rewards. Many are already in your condo
waiting for your arrival. As Jesus told us:
Revelation 22:12
12Look,

I am coming soon! My reward is with me, and I will give
to each person according to what they have done.
Matthew 16:27

27For

the Son of Man is going to come in his Father’s glory with
his angels, and then he will reward each person according to
what they have done.
Matthew 19:29

29And

everyone who has left houses or brothers or sisters or father
or mother or wife or children or fields for my sake will receive a
hundred times as much and will inherit eternal life.
Mark 10:21
21Jesus

looked at him and loved him. “One thing you lack,” he
said. “Go, sell everything you have and give to the poor, and you
will have treasure in heaven. Then come, follow me.”
Mark 10:28-30
28Then

Peter spoke up, “We have left everything to follow you!”
I tell you,” Jesus replied, “no one who has left home or
brothers or sisters or mother or father or children or fields for me
and the gospel 30will fail to receive a hundred times as much in

29“Truly
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this present age: homes, brothers, sisters, mothers, children and
fields—along with persecutions—and in the age to come eternal
life.
What Actions on Earth Build Reward in Heaven?
1) For every dollar you give to the poor on earth, you receive 100
heaven dollar units. You are paid 100 times more than you
gave, lost, or was stolen on earth. If you have $100 in a local
bank, and give $1 to a bum on the street, this leaves you with
$99 to enjoy guilt free. But you will have 100 heaven dollar
units waiting for you in heaven If you tithe 10% of your
income to the poor, you have 10 times your annual salary in
heaven, each year.
2) If you believed in Jesus Christ while on earth, in a profession of
faith, like saying “Hey guys, I believe in Jesus,” you receive
powerball size jackpots with no taxes.
3) If you led someone to Christ you get rich rewards.
4) If you do an act of kindness to a bad person, and receive
nothing in return on earth, you will receive reward in heaven.
5) If someone did something bad to you, then you did something
good back for them, you are rewarded.
6) If you do not punish someone for their sins, and you forgive
them, you receive rewards in heaven.
7) If you give anonymously, with no one knowing who gave, you
receive reward.
8) If a preacher on earth, you receive a preacher’s reward, if a
prophet, a prophet’s reward.
9) If you loved your enemies and prayed for those who persecuted
you, there are rewards in heaven.
10) If you were punished for your sins, you will receive reward. If
you served time in prison for punishment of your sins, you will
be rewarded. If you were executed you get the biggest jackpot
ever.
11) If you were poor on earth, you will be rich in heaven.
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12) If you died young on earth you get big rewards.
13) If you had a disability on earth, you get rewards.
14) If you were alone, lonely, or depressed on earth, you get
rewards.
15) If other people hated you on earth for some reason, you get
just rewards.
16) If you were LGBTQIA+, and hated for it, you get rewards.
Jesus and Apostle Paul were both “A” from “LGBTQIA+.”
Asexual means no sex.
17) If you loved and cared for those everyone else rejected and
cast aside you get unending reward.
18) If you were tortured, killed, or beheaded, you get mega
rewards.
19) If you were kind to inmates you get reward.
20) If you fed the hungry, and cared for the poor you get huge
rewards.
21) If you lost your life on account of your faith, you will receive
rewards in heaven.
Final Justice
If you suffered a wrong on earth, like murder, and never had any
justice on earth, or very little, there will be something called “Final
Justice” in heaven. As an example:
If someone on earth stole something from you, and you never got it
back, once in heaven you can pull up your 3-D video image screen, and
rewind your life to view the period of theft. Getting the name of the
thief, you can then look up where their condo is in heaven, then put
them on a mini-trial. With Jesus as your lawyer, and God as the judge.
Who rules justly on how much reward the thief must pay you out of
their reward, after you forgive them. Leaving you most thankful than
ever, that you never had any justice on earth. And thanking all those
who screwed you, after being paid final justice. Killers end up the
poorest in heaven, while those murdered are the richest.
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When you first go to heaven, you spend much of your time sitting in
your condo chair, going through your whole life, collecting reward
from everyone who screwed you. Getting “final justice” for every
moment of injustice on earth. Likewise you too can be put on minitrial and ordered to pay reward to those you hurt. You also look up
and freely give from your reward, to those people who helped you in
your life, at important times. Fulfilling God’s promise of justice for
everyone.
When you have family members and friends over, you can rewind
lives to periods of secrets thought always hidden. But exposed with
laughter getting busted doing something you lied about. Fulfilling
scripture, that everything done in the dark, will eventually come into
the light. Embarrassingly sometimes.
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Part 9 - Hellish NDEs
While most NDEs are positive and uplifting, some are pure hell. I
paid extra attention to the hellish NDEs, being curious why the person
experienced such horror and torment. I wanted to find out who goes
to hell, and who goes to heaven.
Our profession of faith, answering the only question to go to
heaven, do you believe in God, makes us certain for our futures, but
what if someone answers “No?” If God believes the answer is true,
then God cuts off the Holy Spirit life-light force electricity keeping the
person’s spirit alive. This is called the second death. We have to die
twice to be really dead. So then, what is hell?
God uses a temporary hell to scare the hell out of a soul-human, to
force them to stop doing something, or start. If a soul-human-spirit
answers God’s one question to go to heaven with No, God will likely
send them to a hell, until the anguished cry out to God to please save
them, with promises of doing whatever God wants. God hearing his
name called, proves belief by default, which answers the only question
correctly.
On earth, God sends both believers and non-believers to temporary
hells for specific reasons. Many Christians believe if they suffer pain,
misery, and hardship on earth, it was due to their sins. The pain,
misery, and hardship on earth was a blessing, building reward in
heaven. Because when God is mad at you, he sends to you to a
temporary hell, for the really bad stuff. Making the grief on earth, felt
missed.
Being Torn Apart By a Demon
Reverend John Price described twelve hellish NDEs in his book.
The eighth was of a young man leading a hellish life, and violently
committed suicide. On page 110 is the prose:
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“Immediately he found himself in utter torment. He was tied up,
bitten, and torn apart by a ferocious demon who looked very
much like a Tyrannosaurus rex.
…In the midst of this episode the prisoner cried out, “Lord, help
me!” and apologized profusely for his behavior.
In the next instant he was in a hospital bed, with a pretty young
nurse standing over him, assuring him he was okay. “We lost
you for a while, but you are going to be all right now.””
Atheists Who Go To Hell
A great example of post life redemption is the hellish NDE Pastor
Howard Storm experienced. Professor Storm at the time, an ardent
atheist, died and had an absolutely terrifying hellish experience, where
he was attacked by monstrous beings of evil, and then saved, meeting
God and angels. When God returned him to earth, he became a
Christian pastor of the Zion United Church of Christ in Cincinnati,
Ohio. Pastor Storm titled his book My Descent into Death, A

Second Chance at Life.
Flames Leaping Out of Hell
Reverend Price shared another hellish NDE, of a unhappy church
woman who was “bitter, angry, and continually complaining” and
“unforgiving.” Whose hellish NDE started in a black tunnel:
“There was no light at the end [of the tunnel] as usually reported,
only a frightening blackness. She kept calling to the Lord for
light. Light came, as she was shown a pit with flames leaping
out. A voice asks if she wanted to down there or go back.”
She answered she wanted to go back and did. A completely
changed new person.
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All of Them Have In Common
All the hellish NDEs had in common was when the tormented cried
out for Jesus or God to please save them they did, and presto the scene
instantly changed, and they were saved. Biblical support from Apostle
Paul:
Romans 10:13
13for,

“Everyone who calls on the name of the Lord will be
saved.”
So, Jesus can get you into heaven, and get you out of hell. These
people’s hells were temporary. If not cut short, they would never come
back to tell us. Does anyone stay in such hells forever? Go to the
second death? Being unable to come back and tell us, we do not know.
But in NDEs God and Jesus never give up on even one soul-humanspirit, which would complete the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Where
everyone eventually goes to heaven.
Only 6% To 10% Go To These Hells
Based on Reverend Price’s life study of NDEs, he wrote only about
6% of the NDEs are hellish. My research was about 10%. Whatever
the actual number, it was far lower than I ever imagined, but I made
the mistake thinking God hates sinners.
Why Do Some Christians Go To These Hells?
When someone professes to be a Christian, then punishes someone
for their sins, there will be hell to pay for that Christian, not the sinner.
The sin is always forgiven, but the Christian sent to a temporary hell.
Not having any excuses, while the sinner does.
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Part 10 - Prayer, Tithing, and the Bible
Prayer
Prayer is taken more seriously than we thought. Every single prayer
is heard and treated with utmost urgency for immediate
implementation. God issues commands via the Holy Spirit life-light
network to millions of angels to effect and influence each prayer’s
request. The importance of prayer reaches its peak with the possibility
God will not, or cannot, per the 50%-good to 50%-bad earth
agreement with Satan, do something unless we actually pray for it. The
more people who pray for the same outcome, the more pressure yields
better results.
God and Jesus answer prayer using other people to effect what is
asked. If you pray for something other humans can do, it has a better
chance of occurring. Because God is making the humans do just what
he wants, effected by their angels, via the Holy Spirit, and even uses
dumb demons sometimes.
As an example, I pray to God for a widget, and five minutes later
someone walks in the door with a widget. The first thing I ask is how
did you know I needed a widget? And they answer, well I had a bunch
of them, and just thought you could use one. To which I say oh okay
thanks, I needed one. Completely ignoring the fact God just answered
my prayer, and I dismissed it as coincidence, or chance. Not knowing
God’s Holy Spirit universe computer network controlled even chance,
with only one tweak to the source code.
Here is how it works. I pray to God for a widget, God hears the
short simple prayer, looks around and finds the nearest human with
excess widgets. Then God sends commands along the Holy Spirit light
flowing network, to the angels in the body of the person with surplus.
Where the angel thinks in their own mind “since I have so many, I bet
David could really use one, I will give it to him right now, being next
door,” convincing the too easily influenced human, it was their own
thought and decision. After the prayer is answered, the generous
human is rewarded with some light of God creating a wonderful warm
feeling in their stomach which lasts a long time.
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Also completely convincing the human, their decision was made of
their own free will. Free will is what keeps us busy between periods of
total, utter, and complete control by God. What we believe are
coincidences, are carefully planned answers to prayer, and every action,
God’s.
If a prayer is not answered, it may be more of not having enough
time to find and effect, the many command actions steps among many
humans that would be required to answer the prayer, while also
counteracting each action Satan makes to defeat the prayer.
Short simple prayers seem to yield better results. The shorter the
prayer, the faster it can be relayed along the Holy Spirit network, while
staying ahead of Satan’s counter moves to defeat the prayer. If you
ramble babbling repeated prayers someone else wrote long ago, Satan
defeats that old prayer with the same actions as before, the moment the
piece of paper is picked up to be read. God requires us to be efficient,
to maximize gains over Satan. There is a spiritual war going on. And
the stakes are high.
Must We Tithe 10% to the Church?
Before Jesus came in the flesh, the believers of the one God of
Abraham at the time, had the long time custom of tithing 10%. When
Jesus preached baby lambs are no longer to be blood sacrifices on the
alter, but rather humans are the ones here to be slaughtered as
sacrificial lambs, Jesus changed the tithing level to 100%.
Right after Christ ascended back to heaven, the disciples required all
believers to sell everything they owned, and put the money at the feet
of the disciples. The most never preached on part of the New
Testament today, is the story of the couple who had to sell a farm lot,
to give the money to Peter. But the couple held back a bit of the
money for themselves. The moment the man confessed such to Peter,
the man fell down dead. Later when his wife arrived, and confessed to
same, she fell down dead too. Her body was taken out and buried next
to her husband, by the same workers.
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This tradition ceased very quickly, as you can imagine. An exodus
of believers out of dire need, and too many refusals to become new
believers, perhaps ended the effort. Without greed, we all parish. Jesus
set down an almost impossible standard for any human to replicate.
The problem of course was Jesus was correct. Today’s preachers who
preach “prosperity ministry” are placating you with soothing lies,
knowing God put us here on earth to be slaughtered while penniless.
The answer to tithing question, is to give what you can, to the poor.
Or a church which feeds the poor and saves souls near and far.
Technically, the church only needs enough money to keep the lights on
and pay staff. Unless the church pools small contributions into a larger
sums, which can be more beneficial in larger efforts to help and save
the poor. Any excess should go to the poor and needy.
The Bible
Our Christian bible is both all we need, and all we have. Jesus did
much more than we read in our bible. As Apostle John wrote:
John 21:25
25Jesus

did many other things as well. If every one of them were
written down, I suppose that even the whole world would not
have room for the books that would be written.
When Protestant Christians today fundamentally claim the bible is
the “Inerrant, Infallible Word of God,” though technically true, there
are parts of our bible we completely ignore, and do not believe or
enforce. It was the Protestant Revolution which freed us from a strict
enforcement of every word in the New Testament.
Most Christians today have never read the ENTIRE bible cover to
cover, only verses here and there, or someone told them verbally,
themselves never reading their whole bible. If the blind lead the blind,
both will fall into a pit. If a Christian were to actually sit down and
read at least the entire New Testament, which would only take a
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weekend, they would be set on fire for the Lord, and no longer blindly
claiming every single word is inerrant and infallible.
As examples: Christians are never to have sex or get married, are
never to own money or objects, we must sell everything we own and
give the money to the poor. If someone tries to kill us, we are never to
defend ourselves, and be happy about being killed. We are not to
gather food, or worry about money, and not make plans for tomorrow.
Jesus was a hard core radical feminist, while Apostle Paul ruled women
must have bags over their heads and are never to speak while on
church grounds. Which here is “inerrant and infallible” the bags or the
super-strict equality? God and Jesus worked every Sunday, and always
have and always will. If we are required to rest on Sunday why do we
go to church?
With most Christians doing none of the above, how can we claim
the bible is inerrant and infallible, while ignoring just about everything
Jesus and Apostle Paul ever preached? Many Christians must resort
back to the replaced Old Testament, in order to justify their greed,
marriage, sex, hating people, and defending property with weapons.
How can these people ever claim the bible is inerrant and infallible?
This only doubles their hypocrisy.
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Part 11 - The Most Coveted of All Questions
What is the purpose of mankind on earth?
We are on earth to be slaughtered like sheep, and are to be happy
about it. Because it effects something so very important to God, such
God lives very close to us, in his heaven, full of his loved humans.
NDEs show God has many other realms, other universes, with other
animals, some smarter than humans. But at the moment, God is laser
focused on humans on earth. We are on earth for reasons far beyond
humans. We believe we are being punished for sins of Adam and Eve,
dooming us all. God had to take baby steps with the earliest believers,
feeding them the simple, where they could learn more later on.
“Later on” was God sending Jesus Christ, to tell us the truth with
logic. Jesus preached about heaven, and how everyone goes there by
only believing in God, nothing else. One question. All sin is forgiven.
Never is sin not forgiven. Jesus taught us angels and demons were in
our bodies, influencing our every action. That Satan controlled the
demons, and God the angels. That a spiritual war was taking place on
the surface of the earth. That defeating Satan permanently was the
purpose for the warfare. Defeated by slaughtering humans on earth.
As every time Satan enjoys killing a human, God gets to do something
good, is the same proportion as bad. The more killed by Satan, the
greater the good God can build, eventually enough to take Satan and
his crew out of the game. For good. By good.
In this 50%-good to 50%-bad, half-evil domain of Satan, for God to
do ten units of good, humans must suffer ten units of bad. Combining
the owed-good from the suffering of many, God builds a supply of
good into a greater good. Which God then uses back against Satan to
deplete Satan’s built-up units of bad.
God had to allow the murders of six million Jews, his most favorite
humans, to build up enough credits of good, to take Hitler out. Just
before Hitler almost finished building the first nuclear bomb. Which
Hitler would have quickly used successfully to conquer the entire world
by submission. With Satan winning the game. Those slaughtered Jews
saved the world.
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What We Do on Earth Is Cosmically Important To God
God is not going to lose the game. God is using your suffering and
gory death, to save all in the world, and destroy Satan. We are human
sacrifices, sheep to be slaughtered. What we do on this earth before we
are slaughtered helps God with his goal, and earns us extra reward in
heaven. God wants us rich in heaven.
If you do something good to a good person, God gains nothing
over Satan. If you do something good to a bad person, God gains
equal to Satan’s loss. If you befriend a person others hate, or save
someone from harm, Satan suffers geometrically, but compounds gain
to God. If a nation keeps their poor alive, fed, healthy, and housed,
this becomes the greatest gain going to God. Which Jesus told Peter
were the duties of his church on this earth, as in “Feed my sheep, care
for my sheep.”
A random act of kindness on a poor stranger, deals the most painful
loss to Satan, catching him off-guard, derailing long term plans forever
ruined. Not seeing it coming, with no warning to counter the actions
coming, Satan was unable to defeat the good resulting to God. And
alerting God to know who are his most useful sheep.
We are players in a highly-complicated battle of spiritual warfare, our
wills apparently under control, free a slight bit. A planet sized game of
Survivor® where all are voted off the island, by killing one each night
at tribal council, until all gone. One night shot, the next infected with
cancer, followed by heart attack, brain death. It is a rough game God
and Satan play. But once voted off the island, we all win a hundred
million dollars each. The game is worth losing, to become such easy
winners, and we have no choice anyway, as we are all forced to become
winners. The only loser, being Satan, permanently, for having lost the
game.
Jobs For God
Almost everything we do helps God defeat Satan. If you take a sip
of water from a water fountain, you keep 10,000 people alive who
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manufactures them. If you eat a banana, you save a tropical nation able
to buy bug nets to sleep under at night, keeping Satan’s deadly
mosquitoes away from fresh kills.
It is common for Christians on their deathbeds to feel sadness, such
they never knew the purpose of their lives; dreams never achieved, and
they do not feel their life amounted to much. Only moments later to
find out how great they did with all the rewards in the Third Heaven.
NDEs show an average person has about a dozen really major actions
they performed on earth, which were so important to God. But many
times the human is clueless until told in heaven. We do learn of all the
reasons for our lives, as such plays into the reason for the rewards.
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Part 12 - The Role of Christians
The history of Christianity since the Protestant Revolution, 500
years ago, which was the second major over-throw of burdensome
religious LAW, and unnecessary dogma slamming the door of heaven
in people’s faces. After Jesus did so 1,500 years before. Where Jesus
replaced all the religious LAW, not just that which slammed the doors
of heaven in people faces.
Since the revolution, four to six major periods, or awakenings, of
such revival have occurred. Each starting with a great simplification of
salvation, down to only one question to go to heaven. Thus overthrowing all the invented unnecessarily LAW dogma slamming the
doors of heaven in people faces.
Each exciting period of revival, lasted perhaps a generation. Until
fear, doubt, and uncertainty crept back in, requiring creation of
invented unnecessary LAW dogma, slamming the doors of heaven in
peoples faces, once again. Each faction group of debated invented
unnecessary LAW dogma, damns the other groups to hell for false
alignment of thought patterns, or the wrong kind of sex, such all hate
each other. Only to pick off other group’s members with more
pleasing lies. All rendered useless to God, by Satan’s most effective
weapon, deception, because it works every time. We need a new great
awakening.
Jesus Christ’s Hypothermic Death on the Cross
I am a witness to a portion of the death of Jesus Christ, and also a
witness to the light of God. With the purpose of sharing with you,
hopefully as a blessing. The unstoppable pain and horror of a slow
hypothermic death, with final paradoxical flames burning alive for
hours, is the most painful death a human could ever experience.
Satan and God, in their 50%-good to 50%-bad, world wide
agreement, took a twist when Jesus Christ came to life in the flesh. As
it gave Satan the chance to kill the Messiah himself before saving even
one, but only after Jesus turned down an offer to join forces. But
Satan’s enjoyment and gain from killing Jesus the Messiah with the
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most painful death a human could endure, cost Satan big time in
paybacks. As God used the massive owed great good, to cancel out all
the sins of everyone on earth, including Satan’s half he was expecting
from the deal. Satan fell victim to his own weapon of deception,
because it worked every time, including the last time by God. Satan
stumbled on the stumbling stone. Which means only Satan and his
crew are going to the second death. As well as Jesus completing his
Gospel.
We All Must Bear Our Crosses
Jesus told us we must pick up our crosses, and follow him daily, in
six occurrences in the gospels.
And he meant it. I can attest. If you are not bearing a cross at the
moment, just wait as God will bring one to you. I guarantee it. We are
all stricken with our crosses to bear. Some people are blind, others
lame, others on their deathbeds, so it is a guarantee you will bear your
cross.
But you will enjoy your suffering in rewards of pleasure and joy the
instant your lights go out. You will open your eyes, being born again
into a feeling you have finally arrived, as to what being alive, really felt
like. Realizing there is a better life after death, than ever before, after
all. Standing before God in spirit form, you are asked, do you believe
in God? Answering back, no God, I do not believe in you, God. With
God laughing, saying he knew you were kidding, says come on in,
everyone you knew are gathered to greet you. No one failed to answer
the only question correctly. Job well done, thou good and faithful
servant. Welcome home. Join the party, enjoy some light.
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